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helium, carbon dioxide or sulfur hlexafluoride). A continuous development tL

several types of cluster sources has been carried out and includes frec
jets, very small hypersoinie laval nozzlts, and a series ol metal ovens
with carrier gas mixing. Any one, of these sources, constitutes the first

stage of a differentially pumped, molecular beam system which then produces
a continuous beam of clusters. The density in the beam is so low that it

is collisionless and thus the clusters do niot interact with each other

clusters is carried out primarily using high energy electron beams (40 to

75 KeV). The resulting diffraction patterns are obtained either on film
or through use of a single channel, scintillation, pulse counting system

employing synchronous detection..,--rhe diffraction patterns after

interpretation, provide informatioet on tile structure of the clusters, as

well as an estimate of their size and temperature. The size range studied
extends from 50,000 down to 50 atoms per cluster. The goal is always
to push toward the smiallest size po)ssible and to ascertain whether changes
in structure occur. It there is a change in structure the--the nature
of the change and the size range at which it occurs is determined. It
is found that as cluster size is reduced there were indeed structural
changes such as, the transition from face centered tetragonal to face
cenLered cubic (fcc) in indium, tile appearance of icosahedral structure
in noble gas clusters and the appearance o1 a new %iamorphouse phase in
metal clusters such as lead and silver. Computer programs were written
to determine the extent and magnitude of changes to the diffraction
patterns due to the possibility of electron multiple scattering within
the cluster. 'hese effects are significant for clusters of high atomic
weight species and, of course, for very large sizes. Finally, an
investigation was undertaken (but not yet completed) to examine the
similarities and differences in the structural changes that occur in
the noble gas clusters Ar, Kr and Xe, and in the metals Pb and Ag; all
of which have f.c.c. bulk structure'.
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ATOM4S AND MOLECULES IN SMALL AGGREGATES:
THE FIFTH STATE OF MATTER
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Atoms and molecules in
small eggregates
The fifth state of matter *

I It Our earliest enco~unlters with thle study of physics we were told that

I tiei could hie subdivided into three phases. solid, littuid.t and gaseous, with
I'l' -i si..Iteiies that mlade themn distincet. As tOme went onl we encountered at
oil iitItC ot Ollittei that of plasnmas e:XIiing naLtnially inl stellar anld 11110

si ll iiet aandI artil'iciall) lin n1uelrous researeci laboratories. P'lastmas :ttisist
ol.a -iistico positively and) negatively charged particles which indeed exhibit

1tt111lti" it' sry diStitiCt trout those of tile Illore: familial three states otl mlatter.
Noieic his aN ItWll possibility. T'hose of uts who have been pursuing thle study

it Moms id ilii icciiles inl small Isola ted agrgtsorcutr avenit pty si-
-il iiieasiiients onl these systemns revealitg properties significantly difterent
lioii litts.c-)Iite bulk phase, so muVch SO that tine mlight deemTI it appropriate to
.tsipiiaitc iiic tr Iii this domiain as tile fitfth state of mlatter. [yenl whenl Clusters.

" a I Ic sV at not1 inl isola tion their prope rt ies inay st ill vary apprec iably Ironi
hulk is in the cliksCIc of Colloids of sufficicittly small silc.

It will It-coite apparet aS We pUrsue tlse subject at hanld that thle jlh SIcS ;I.IHI I
oIihie b~iitaybetween thle three' traditional phlases (i.e.. interfacial phenoit-
vnai ilill Itesinie an onipresenlt feature ill thle studs of smiall clusters. Whten

tic cilisders clustersN ';maIliliough sot that they are essentially aill surface. OtIe

shliotitl 111 ii h surprisedI to enctiuiitlr phli sieAi plieltotteia which are at least F
dft, Ill 11w bI Ulk phase 111d haJi oll Uate.

'1111.1H clusters aIs(: 1,1LNatural as anl iiiipirltant entlity inl thle tre,1iiiiicii ot
Ih, kill it o l ase. change: anid iiei ill elaI asws lcitisteis are: flinit' as the:
t.sttll ,1 .i Illie cliange. tHils Lnil 11IerstIIig Inele t - - JJ aises Ill W11c111
lic oh~s tlte t t iall cl)usISter are MI iiIhtr.lli iliie 110Cl llridictiois
Ii Ilit kitvil k sti phase change and :oinv,-isvi\ Lil tit, i eistaiiditig 0 the iiie 0Lics

oit 1,11.tw liig is111 I mp111ortanit for theV prt cttt til ltertcs it al givenl iiieaii si/c
inI kuse ill lie iticasurenlietl ill theni llritpt'rtits, ['(r exampj1Q lete prttd1Ict'd rat'

I'l1-ii l I otwatr drtiplets Inl a cotnietising Vapotr I Ie., )Its)CIJ uhatoii rate I
,If\ 11ir JS~ asmuch aS a1 faLctor oI teli billion (10 l) tor a 31)'; variation Ii

little!' siaCt' tenIsion. Understanding howk the Kiticiics oft water nucleation1 1

eplis ies thle insight nceCssary tiirtiieIi. hghi ctcniaiii ll
ItisiciI stteicman su/e antI ais narrttw a si/C tl1%iibuttonl as potssible. 'tIlls

I'- ii 1111 Ii 0 *iiiv. eXperiiuiiet digIted to Sillily cluster ploiieitls. Gilbert Stemn cu~t,,
\'ici ef'r tchniqite fur thle formlatitot t small c-lusters nekcessitates PiutIi aid tt.. it , I: /!I Ph /I

lit1 t i! i itii eivirtiiiietit wherie thle spcie Iti be ClUSteCutL is lligl supe"l- tll I a /,iI,
siiiiel I Illis is th1C sinigle most imiportat paraimetel till tile ptotlt lioti o it 1 :, Ito )

It ih ,tiu, tii raltonts ut cluster S itt VerV sitial SI/C, SIIJallUSC listeilples WhlttiVt 110t1 1" as .

iilit tIseti littilit. (ii1 soidu state. )Ii )i sulistiates tsiittilitg sirlaicvs) base,,~c. '

,it i ts,miiii1i wit 1 t piiottiws as a Iitihte. such 1 as I ght N5 1 iterli n 11( aIltsit iltti,~ii,~

i 11t1'. ltttti lasi t1111 RJN liVgh Nc itteiiiigt unit tit10Jis1i I Riuiiui S~t'l igtI I, '

\l1l hin i ade d tthiitiins pitt atte tttiiinustdii , I-tast k t(ltuiit tt 1ihi )11 .,

.,il tlit .is wi ii at Ntuit i lttins11 ll i-e ieu ,Itt ll/ ht us i lat. w~, '~
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I'lig. I. filie deisi 3 Otgcacos inC ii)IirII.ir is sirrrl ii the 1,11 Ilw -10rt wtt
[niCpiIise if ma~ithtiiaicalt Interface Whiile tile Jtticd lilt- Atitss tile .teiins iiti i.

act uat Intecrface. *ile eliaracierist ic lenth. Iili. .- c re ari Ih tierre1 I.icist

anis err molecules fin thle ctindrsed tihia. I'ie cawc 1w is'.l inicilaccs~i d-c I- ,
foirmiingt a inc-tfiiensjiial thin fimi is Jiown ln fice right

IW: miirurt tass aitalysis tsing mtass spectromiieters. approach the 1t) to 100 pitlt I pill 11) " fitf scI wt,
ti i f a ,.r teii tsaiiimit with ectris as a probe they will itegiiil( t\fliht li Ilc.Ib0\ itiCIM0itt it i-111ii

tr hotq l ts' and Itighi-energ\ ccitii dittractioii and a Lxet uts rimt, ,osie Of .O 'Iiro10tie Irws treitr

SI!" rI tt tro 1111 titi'Olrris1crtpit I' td liti/. V\e I sh11orIt- IIItTrodLC t Ii- I'll\sl, N f 11 thiiti0dy t11i h 11.ill, ta It

it.iigr tolits I x-ra~s 5113 hbase alsoL bee ) usd ti tdy V1tiersed iM d y butler WlIWI( .i tItstrtti i; liCt it '. % iiA

Hit slit, titile ol Ns1t1l1 .liisltI \.licic anid electric fields su'Ibiest 10t cIflSitit fIteSsIitic *s teat IN lr-ltirtscr 111,i

hait ijsr hi1 tistri troi cxailiiiiai ion s'. i miethtods such as gas the pisttn lit IO ) desens tlt at N0ii110 pit
hjjI.i ilugiltl tesotianlc aid~ ctectiriti Spi resoiaikc. chiainge begtits attkn li,1i1i0 apiwars IIt 111c hoiioitl I I

I)I IttI~c litItIttttII have bec 1it usell as ,, ) tblc IiaI I cic SI o t study c-ylinde r. But it onle actiiAl tiertoilis tit cspe11101 1ier

Ill" stliictlre tl Siiall cluisters. IS SLCeti th1at thet litiiid Ilhase Illa\ t10t tiltVd at till'Sr

linluiid erLIbriiitiiM~ le11itteraitie an1d tlt' gas wil 1111 ~
Sinal cluster fonnation silperatitrlic scciia l ii cr011,l1tt10ii, .a1, territIII

A I tile outset one might ask ltttv Sitiall dries thC rirdet it) ILtali/Le lit 1IdeallI~d pI)IIsC clialligc
pmii t- have to be before it is considereri to tic a clusit I .Ini rlder lot tlet, I'lliase Ilatilgc ill t~it .1!1i tIII

ha. tir~ pripei ties distinct from the hulk niatertah' An\td whly liquiftri to lorii, .a suliack ofitl ss ith tII, liqitid \%. III tilht.

tic %mtall clusters important for the uttdecrstaitini! otf the is required 1t tile walls 01 tile tyliii ate sitailc iies ,i
t1\ itttmics ot phase change? Let us begin by recallingt a fewS lrrtvtde tle needed~ sitr ace
irittites front classical or bulk mtacroscopic tltetrrdvtt fain)I- . Iilthe stit lace is nt aiatlltil. tHit Is. itri ril

1, \k recall that a single cotuittienit hiermodyti itamtic as art active sie flt thle Iirriti iof tlit'.' ic lise,. 1
,\ coit ruld he completely described Ill, life spec ifica loll thle new phase \%Ill hive to 1,eginl Itrttitrgciicrttrl\ 1; .l-

itf fhw itroperties. [-or extamtple, tlt' v~irlivt itt tile system it Will ilase Ii i01111 Up)On itself (. lXissici lltettttri 11ttt1

rnire hc onsidered as a function of pressure teumperature. tells its. thai ill oldet in lwt'c a dirilet ,rI litlt lad t t
rund irtissi V)~ = ' T, In, I. Now ift(its' S) sletl is tIll inl eqiiiiit svilih 1ic gas thet gasN iIsII hrNiir5itt,

tiill. each half may he describel try, 1 - 1 2 iW, V mi, ). inl tact, theQ stitailesiI ltsStblr adiltis rrl (tI'li .jIt

'S icie m ii til!
2

, and we see thai Owi sVsletii is StIill drop is iii~ssl pirtpttit1irttto Ii) it itat1tit ii ty ,It,

'pet iliv te with three variables. ltowever. it onte crittinie SAttilalin ralit Onlce ihle rt01t C\ lel f t11rrs 1i1tit

fill, I'irtess oft cutting the SYSIetti ill hall. wec will see thlat Will glow WrItitot titlitl Aflld Pt uniie siIIIIlt i1111 tent Jtittt.

-1? t!11 'tl tie '.Sti S it-Ill i III rlst'lluS "r111C idrLh- pha,1se in) establjish a sta1ble tlieiititid\11titti lietitllJi toi(
ttttt.ri ti:lo iesc which Wert, urn[ tirtieerl lI'~ilsly lo t " I lie tecisotil e gas sIipclNIsiIIhtcs is tt t it l

sitt;Ipr w'ltcti thle 55 ste il slic blits to get stIali we crirlert it a1 tliit. 001tflg tiltc aN i hrs 11 it itt wio.

hat1 11,1 thle eOoiiprritlsitehgiri It, sir-k :ogetluet rrI Slow~ cririlitig tAL 11-1r1tItier tir Ir fisitri ,t',irrts

likk Ill srrlrt sui(atacS or iieaii' wills I lveitl sritti ottici classical thlliirl't\ 1t,1i111, s I Sit 55 liritl .t ts,I Is jl stiti.ri t

lhli riitittwi pittirv is tr ito ti ii It ,frit S'.ee Ited lite'. Plicts JIMi \tirl irtt11 it ant illttrt 1,0'1r tilt,

-I, ir h 1111k ilts hatsting ttrriirss seit) it liilicie 5II'. rittil ittist N iteic CsNa p ttitl\r .11itttrri 11 ttttp5 irIii I ,
lit,. irorit trti iu tt it wl.1lbN1;Illtlesv \r\rriilrt itgill It, trutih thilit tel oftl te iiiitt tritir- I Nscton.0kt tli,

tr mll t 11r.1f iltriti in) it.li rrltittit1. Ilk 11 lititl of gist-c ari IC S l i tilts 1 is 1 t lilt jl ittie I IrittjjI.aittii 1

msisttstg hrrWiiait titrlitit \ga1ii1, s'.t te 1,teginitiig sultan e 47li. ilc I;tt IN is11" stilj" I ctt iti I lilt, Hi,

it i'ee thtle phts stal pthcriftrtlt elftIll that was Itrl luighl il t- ttstiii irrii Ir 1 ihir111 .r Ii sil I
i itIll l ai ge i, siits Ill til-et Irr rie t tltrirliirI\ lic 'ritailtt is tir t l' irr1it l 1-1it11.111o 0t ill

-i'F jk 1C III ite irs SI , i Ii'l i t Nrtvr iIl it111 inA 1 1 I it 11 lI II M1 11 ~, 111 i

tr I s lh V ftvvL i' il l k l.1 I 11,1 l i lc tt f c 1111r411 Ik i" l~ I a il



those lOt thic' bulk Hlws cstimrate'. are basel .,it ipio' i

T1ABLE I iriate modtels andl ire tIlitil suit~je I toI IlTe I'I

Cluster size for bulk density esiil.It IitS Ilk-cii estlrit 111.11 ols 3 1'1 4 11.0 ,I

No ot Interatomic 2.% ill (2n4 i ) intu fusc ~ci~sltiletIi t
5 ipl~ii I. .l

i stances, if a 9 it 1 alr h ill-I i .1I, I. tllc l 111l S ic tu l 111i,l 1),ii!.ij

3 6 343 .illuuis ltif ll ilsIII I clster hiloo 1,111k, 1.1 11 I

4 8 729 appilo ichcd

10 1331 Clusters are ewerywhere
Frono tile foregoing di scussiotn it I is~l fi 311 i

clusters are Imiportant wherever there Ia -Ih pisi-jl h,

change invlVedt this one phenomtenon ,ulloie anll llsI I

tremlendouS Slop3e lOf apilCatiOflS. 1-r eal)L' 111til1k11 CHiI

very iImpolrtantt tor thin-Itii atud solid-state des'k I \.lis

attmolspheric phiase changes such as lte turiulation,(--i

till' 1 1 t'i IN thet rate process which drives the sytmback aerosols. waer .OMIiHlSAtiMIii 11111 hailllil 11I 11

l lwu 131 iiiii smnall nucde to mit 013 tilie p'ol-SC Pj51' -1 1'1I I1'll Ii', -

I o IT vtudillN cvcry type ot .uctual phase change, mectalsare dielcruiuiied Il part III (lie -15 1Ht lull ll I

wtiiliei formied oiuOmgkeneutsly as pure dtroplets Or hctro- and therehorc li the tal giain si/c \lan , licinicl , tiuglnkL I

! ick ' iSl as a droplet growing oin a surface or a foreign ing processes ICLcu ilte clilcuailu'It :r\ lut1c ,

iewhiether a phase change between gas and liqiuid. gas formtini 0t likiiild l6llplets tha1t ITitIII~lile 11 tltII~IIIt1 "I

ln ol id,11 or solid andi liquid. the starting or critical size a new phaZSe. I Ilie IltuctsA 0 li 01)iilli sIo M1s1 JS wAl11

uInl~Ve A chustC1r or aggreglate whose Size g is less th1an or carboln dioxide t111 ilaiti In tians ISJC of' It iL 1 1

1000~h illleciules tatonis it tuonatonuic species) per cluster turbines kai :oiidcnic lll, lji1d1 fitd cue-~s
1 ei

Hc. 111111fthe critical size thle new phase canl grow danliage 311 palt I Il, fttrl ile tlicclllnsIt Il

\%itiliut hiriit Ho1w dtoes this size ratnge :onipare with tile performiance t Illci CitiAld IDillil ii lt)'I 0le11 iIIW

,i hiiiit at whtich hulk priipettics are valid') Ini ordeu to depend -,)I :iiiclcatioli plicliliicna.

c'Stiliitc tis sile let its consider p)rope~rties alit) interface (ld 1 liaiitbQcr and hitbic 'liillist " i-'1.

iletweCIl tW wi haSes. I-Or examlple. consider thle lh&IINIt JS iguere pl) 'I" Ire c viilllcso ltiadlitilliiil I

a1 tuihietn lii position across an interlace as shown in Fig. nucleation.1 NLFM S ginris ecologic and liiil21

I I pietull the density change iront gas to condenAsed Changes ire Iill'tlilt us ithiti thle eirtli llld hcNn' lI I

phid iN itl order 1000: 1. Mathematically we might con- list can go oin adl In. ()fie very imtportattt app311 lillio

-ilet that tlei Interface occurs at a plane of zero thickness. small clusters is ini the field of cataiy sis Wlieiet ., Sool

kMlcto' ilnically. when )oe considers that a phase is made chiemtical readtiliis it has been foundil that sil 11115f ill

ilpo 1 i ist.retc ,itorts o~r molecuiles, thle density change will me~tal-oxide cIlusIter are iiiclt Moile Cit-ctie lik i 1-11 'ikl

lccu~r across somte inirtiber n of' mean internmolecular material in promoting chemical rcac:tliis (Itlic i till i

I inieralolli) ci lsatices d Hls the ciharaceteristic length areas, suIch as tile Ntill0s 0t thle thelir% 1 of ljlkls.11 rIls"i

o~ver which lite diesity goes front hulk liquid to hullk gas is tillodel which is escentially that1 o It a 11lIete I licit ue .10

ia where it woutld bie no smtaller titan 3 arid perhaps as hleerogenviois louit seedhig agents Inl lte aiui 'si-licic1.

hugh isI 1t or mollre. Now consider a slab of condensed t115 control of' -iiialt. inc:iasinv o 01,55 k Ii i

p~hase with gas phlase on two Sides as shown inl Fig. I H. andL (tile S(iipicSsilti IlaieI J1 1,tc T I Il'l.!; 'th

ItIf, iiniiirii tiracicristic length at which bulk properties examples ot (the 'Ise Ill s1iil clilsfl is

wo Iild obitain at tile center of the condensed phase would (Clusters ire Ns NtelItS wich~ ,ire siu-all M 11 iluie lii

fie rotigllsv 2A\ If we consider a three-ttitluenSIOual Ciit- sins but there are examitles of -, stefiN is that , limOill 11,

dIltiseli phase ilie., a iiroplet-like entity)I we can estimate line and two kIirnenlsIons Which jiso es~liihit hetif ll o 1,

tit! riunibet of atothis or molecules required in order to have typical of hulk MtAMerA [oi exaiiple, thin tiliis tw iall

hul1k properties even though only at the center of the in only one dimension andt once they becoime thlie lhuir

drioplet. lite results of this estimate are shown in Table I abut 100i, (O 100 tnti their properties, beglin 3 -I

where tilie niurmber of interatonmic or interitiolectilar deviation. I- xamiplcs ol sy stemis which ate smnall ill tw,

iistarnces required for the density change front that of gas dimnenist are tfiiise ot fibersor1 whiskers,.,e llii pioli cs

Ill conderisedt phase is varied front 3 to 5. We see that a also arc different froit 3)111k Ili parttoilat tot crs stihllil1

c.luster musit have imore than 343 (11,33 1) molecules or maliterials. kil(oti le ,1,11 tesillvolumIe InnVold lite 'Tlrl'11tlili

atiis in thle cluster, if n =3151. before there is enough for imperfections Or lhISllCAMitS is, reduced ilierlho rul

riaerial in thie droplet so that there is bulk property tiny- Ing in materials withr unusually hiight strength Is it l1 1ssihlc

where in tfie cluster. Note that if n =5 then virtually all that sortie materials Ii niall cluster flirii itiglit hide1.1 lot

tire critical si/e clusters for the formation or nucleation lot superconduclting mnaterils' Ithis prospel t %m111 ildhl I'll

Anew pita se tall within the re gion wherein bitlk pitysical eco10 nnciii31l til i

prorpertires will nt be present anywhere in the droplet.
Flre ibovc estimate was made with density is thie Examples or property changes ofi small aggregates

tor~lety that was vatnell. [here are mtany physical Prouper- file ltllill li cdlllso) ibetweeii .1 lhistl antd .1

ties other than density that may be considered and nutner- bul1k phiase of thte saii liatl'ril matil' oIIltisidllcdell i

tils estimates have been miadte in the literature of the cluister terms, l I two51 N31.3 kiir 131 , ii ist ",13 wolli lt il1,5

sr at which these other properties be-gin to deviate- illn uileitityrlr~ ;I I i'ii uilil ll 1g) lof111 Illoc 1c illt]ll 11, hul

Ti-fi PfIY';I(:s It A(fit H- NOI~ MUI R14 ll0lIl
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t~o t~ ienme

1 intot01tenme 01 Uiitt ecits Iii the elkiter. I fie cioriinitc is retattie, s itI
tek hecight. wMile for \ . t is I tuittori )t tile anivle of seameinve i,, thle 5 -t II iII

hal atees in it fIract ion pat tern occur even I 'Icr e t Unit Cell'.1 1111 L IItI I e :e

with drairtiv chtirnes belowt 20) ICell per LIUStrI t-i iTM ' Mr IMiil jmd 11 K

phase and imagine theni remloved or Isolated Itimltile huh.
with exactly the same structure tie atloiic p)OsitioJ1i

'IhIe finiteness ot thle new Syte auitic 111C AIll valiseC a IelItaiee

in sonte physical tmeasuremtents, tor exattIIpl litt1ra tinm
patterns. The second stage of the pro, ess then would lie to

allow the cluster to relax into its equi)Iihriiii positiot is, an
isolated entity. I his then would result ill tiiithcr %.I il)
of Sortie physical properties.

(Corsider thle case o1f-a or electiton tjtti, 11-
[Itit a crystal which is perfet but mit tiit extet(iti~

p1..ete cnst rue t y ittt erfe rence m thle Iiiragg angc rid . t

destructive interferetice at the angles in-betweeni, resltNIII in

in infinitely timirow ditfraction peaks. require a c:r5 stal ,I
infitnite extent. As lfie cry stal Ihecoire mite in ii si/cIi.

peaks are brotadened aid peak height, temutem %it wh~
little additional chanlges is tile slic go", t om nitiimit, loss
t0 1ITon di131iiiee I hle fitroadCtIr~t Ot,' uit Sto1t tn11 C
cr~ stals, because at atngles slighttly .tH tile lBtiw irgv

(say AO)) there are not enough S ,attrr In the '1 '.
lattice for coimplete destructive interCtereice 11I , I s I

atortis hitiolcijlest iii thle lattice thle poorer is thec dltn,
tive itterference lot a given AO. Ifc e tile peas are il-
ereasingly broadened as the suev dec reases ItI his plienm
enion is analogous to thie resolving pI)Wet ot' a ditl a, timi

h.g- 3. 1 tie i n nturii energy conftiguaratiton tntr van der Wats typte grating like those used in spec trogra phIs a nd triio eb aimn-
Sim tiwsers tith g~ K55 alonts is that ot tile tosalicdral pactking. e ters. [lie greater (the extetif ofie grating fte better is its

A , twi ti I it1 atom uhiisaledral is sltowt [I hee, resolutiton . Below ttiis sti ( la Ii ditatteter I ( lie, pAs begini
lio J.ltr inuore trapitdl ItIl . It the nuiiiil oft untit icill -
ilecteise below about 101 tile pattenits taike onisiis~ntm

chanlgCS asN Seen 11) tahg 2 thits even Vt1 withl' I uitit el--
I tody-ceritered cathte-It(. Ii this e-asel which have w

intleraiit vartattiois lin distatte. ti tliimal vllitatio -
tile atiatus aboult cqitiilrititt Iiisiitils aind nom P J 0

detects, tile diitratatina pajtteri IN tlr~tstcalll i111ICtiiui

ini, rvi PHIYSiCS TFACIiER NOWVFMBIER 1979i



__________________________________________ ELECTRNOI GUN

LENS
LU

GAS I- (S

STAGE PUMP STAGE PUMP I__ > >/m >FL

I ig. 4. m rolecular heair is shown on the lelt hand side of the figure with N-I
s N/c.Sskiiiier. (-collimiator. l(;-ioniaion gauge. and L-N.-liquid nitrogen. TO THI RD

bes ici Irm~ai travels to tire right into a scattering chanmber. I tie electron STAGE PUMPS
'titi rrr iW lBI andi P denotes tile Iti plate in tile casse tie. Typical energies for
tfw, lte,r Itm llritiare in the neighborhoodol 41) O0i0i c.

iii t )Ie bI, ull, Il tile small Clusters. InI Order to Mtodel nutzle or air oritike tree Jet (I l: pin hill Ili a thnm ti,!

miesisl rore reali,;tic clusters for comparison to ex- disc i anti is operated at prcssores high errijgl so that 11th

pcrticent. one muiist add to the perfect mrodel the above expansion throogh thle hole tor-Is1 a tree jet Or pIluItt I it'e
reli ontt efcitis. evacuated first Stage Of thle beami N% tire gas cexpanids it

cools adiabatically, becomes supersaturated, and clusterN

Argon clusters begin to nucleate Fihe pressure in the first stage of purr pmru

letl us consider thle structure and properties ot a is low enough so that tile dottsity in tile free jet be ories Sit
-Nstitipl tionlatotiic species which exhibit,, little or nto low that the expanrsiont becomes essentially clitiis
lreitita bontdinrg but only the miuchi weaker Vanil er Waals Somrewhere nrear tis trount it the e\patsiot air aperture, I,,

itt tacLtot Argoni is tire mrost contIIirti of tis faittil arid used to detitre. a beiutu It is forimed as a ter]ie wih It Ii It M
it, hulk crvstalliire structure is face -ce ntered cubic (FCC, it to ittitiit acn)rrvaii interfereCeLII wkith rite hea.1 1I-
I ,. tibe with atomis at tile corners andl cenrtered on tire passes Thuroughi it arid is called a skitlict I 11i
1\i tcsi lire interaction protenrtial betwveci two argonr sekoird sautge ol pumirng uS tusl- ItI Wii I" k"1 0

t~its. that is. tire altractise or repulsiv force which is a pressure itt ft, s,.tering hiamici as l.,tk asI, slI I
itinritoril filte distance bretweenr themi. operates iretwtecr gvngs i lcIJ 1il isl~.p'INIv.'1A l
myri two, irgoil atoms in a Simrple additive mntner. t sini! a ie-,ressivel) increased, inre ari inureI 111,tcs -1: hi::
simit, pttitial ftunction, which fits expertimenrtal itasure- resulting Ii a cluster beam lotI structure itl. si IN 0 1
mcIrirl. ttrimitiii energy confiigu~rationrs fur clusters as a cluster bearril. a htigJi-errergy' elCtrIt gunis I phI;Au 11 it11r2

tutu rioi i si/e have been computed Ihese so-called static angles toi tie cluster beamri st downrstreami )I lit'he 111
.rk ru~liris have been tirade by tnumterous researcirers It ater Ii this scatterting Jthinber lDittia~tiutt pitturri t,

%kaj itit that for clusters tIP through size 55 tire equilib- takent. usually )nt hint. with a breamt stop to aiW11 the
imn tit griration is trot FCC' buat tends toward tire ten- prtnriar rtindrl ractced cle~tron beami ]i e c'llsCter

suluciril packing shown in Fig. 3. With single atonrrs bieing Intensity is mtontored using ai 10111/at10ri garree "r 1 1113

111111d seqri(tially the icursahedral st ructure canrnot prurpa- speictrromteter
;:.it irshif indl at sortie print the itinirriunt energy coi- I Ietror difiaJCtirr 1.tvitttrs frrrmr eusitrel irgir

froi tr the growing eltister will revert to face- beamts have heen obtatten and :mijlated hlcieiii
-Ittc red , ihie structure caleULatirritS. tle pattern>lot lar1 IM i1tisiri1

Ilhere is experimretal evidence torr tire postulated (g, - 50111 mpm crrrtvtwll t I 1t thullk sri rti~teI Wtir Ow

oitritsli iteit iolt tlir rui haie isitngI a I/ sic g! ran 1ges ' sO ilIe data is rrI rIrreeI11d writ LIrsrrt I

ttolc tile ti Ircai techique by ii research grourp at Modruel Wich Is a cOiItitnrttiont of rcrarrrracutcsdd bt.,nr
flit. irirsity i Paris fi-rsay)." A typical moirlecrilar gas . lirie tia,1ol titWhirt is Iteratre'lr1;1 goes horn sir

henr.i ointigmnatin is shouwn in Fig. 4 anid iras been used] tY: as g goies tloiri51 O 'Ii ' s0 i(irig II' I. i tryI o sin , r11.
s ti ii list 210 years for a great variety ofi resenrer inveI1- sittull r~ttrit %1/, it) flit- , ldI i't it III,- . Irri rI

tatilni Ii. .uisi Of a gans souirce wirtuh is erlfit * -ua rwvr-ttttul(-ss vr - andt Ilri ursr'r , Ih u sp, true ril1

till luI5ii orII ill, r1ut N- Ii lit1 /I1



verification for t he ap peara nce of the se ii in in isi in tn e i

icosaied ra I argon structures ti nder pro per 11.1 f' i .i I .

operating Conditions.
lIn addit ion to statlc All) hi c lut mliliiit 1"11' d 11.1111

ic calculaltion% havise been t ariied .)Il f .1 iwio'iftti

researchiers Ii which there is kisncti, jnd. t.fecnii,i t, ilii

UM ~~~Interaction within lith! cluster li~isieafly 1t4, tfii, A
lechnitiues have benemployed Hi I first Is. .illcl iwd'- '

T Jar dynamic in which vat plici s given iii miit

-I ~position and VtIOCity and thC evoluion0 of th 111C e i

followed with ordinary Newtonian tiiechaiics lilt-~i~

TM technique is called Monte Carlo with the -ilclilan,,ii.

- d/ initiated using anl enseinilc oft g atoms ~located w~fiiii sn,-

arbitrary sphecrical volumec. Using a givein iitiom,
poteinfial, the potential elleigy (iofi 111 iitii11.11 i~tiii

is calclated. Ihlen one oft lie atollis is ,fiosei A

and given at randoiii sisplakeilicilf A IICeA toviia1 -i
is then calcuilat ed followed 11) a second imidl ii d1isplaj

inenit. After a large nuimbfer oft these Owp ii

Uenergy is eiisenible av'eraged andt a1 dshatiter~ifiio .

D-it. 5. 1 tltotI ci Ri iolectifar dyna lines ealciat ions ltr atrgoin Justers erintlAlo(ilhmd nipoericltII,

-in bc piceiti ln a temperature versus energy per afoil plot as a tcchtltdto hs rsis-iiMolfgl'lln
imii 1011 i% cluster size. tile swo0 ifd van dtr Waals loop I.% shown Resuills obtined using mnolecular kl nat1111 ic', sli i

%knif I ... the iniitfing poiti lemperatnre and t. (tic energy of triple -valuied %.ili d~er Waaial loop Iiite e iwivp
v~~tiI [tie results sfwo evideince ofa l 31f1) JSul loo an ao a afnction of temCII atIdire as the cf11IL'ie 11/'

ilm io h change even for Ific size 4 m Ilct~iit increased. [hle struicture of the dluster pas'ses :roiri solit! 1,

liquid Ii fle loopl legion ash tliperature is iu10Cleasel

,IanalogouS to a vanl ier Waakls t)['t for ailt i,lficii iii lit

pircssir-voliii tfiigiii ftl[ .1 Iillk thie filiiLe

11g. I

~Several Intferesting Iedfiii5 it, l'11.i, led
Dig I.fi~fii~utfvlapshot picture% t1.1111 t aioiii andi 4 ;-atoi 1. Ihle itself iig point of a Closter IN dvte'ldfiu It .(

fAivsi-s tcr rt-blarned front Monte Carlo similation al variolus Su.tais lcmac 11.dlc ik 01IN11
il1lf)Ctti ties Note thficotstati fpack~ing it serv It leliperatlre

ia ftit , -In~ f i taliifo I,

sil ll' iii t e niiper.1ture

imiy oI 41, till K lin agreement
,%liliti Ili 1ofteoiftI synallies

if .1,Utfllis I R~eprintedl vs ilt

ipi lit 1551, 11 i tll I Abfuii

0.01 Deg. (K) 60 Deg. (K) 0.01 Deg. 1K O q Wb

20 Deg. (K 80 Deg. (K) 20 Dey. (K) 80 Deg. (K)

400Deg. (K) 100ODeg. WK 40 Deg.(K) 100ODeg. K)
- 13 Atom Cluster ________________43 Atom Clipfet



killpvti it ic I- cn it or Ithe I OO-atomi c I ustei ,.- il tlililo mi11)

tiinpcr.Itite of .ihout 40 K is 111111 than a Iatti 2 lowei

thani Ohw 84 K melting point teiipvra tire oft bulk solid

2 1Ilk I I M~omi clutel , which is .1 coiliplelk icIodII.' X D x 39.2
dial). his i "heal ot' husioir' Ill.. II Fig 5) whidi islauger

thall OwthiN siis ablve adfN bI~eow it. Illis igailn pollit. tIN

I-miliIImi ti po~tenitialh etnergp r 11i1. C0~1ig~laiiI or 0 P 7 bar
.111 q)IIIIIIII III 'iii dert Waa.iI lNininhig, thus lequituii mle N

I oNr thiharget W IISW S ahs s d tiliI tVIliItI0ture

I1rl~wNisx tIN)\%idl 0hIv ilelig pollit. Nlithe alkN1 .Iihlots 0(

ti~ii llhill 1cil1111er i,; paiihially liqtuid and pirtialI solid. to) N'

It has. hctcil plualieh elsewhiere Ihiji Alctls it) til ltglicI'

NI '-iIld )W 111sI.-ikc IIt'ir Oil sill Iic J s it& 11 1 tI l I I it HIJIfl-

\ 1 i1lCl\j Il thIkIN re~aiiI tS 111.1 Cal 11 'iI I'~ illtig

iltN I #1 1 ko AilIiI~i 11 re sNIINNNN Ill I I g o IlLeic lilgie

-i Civi ltotNI~ Snapshts r Ijw [Ct a115 I ; imn 11111 il 1 4 t J P. 5 ba r
, tl .1 I'll tcil ll[i~ e r (~'W 'I) 0 K iil(Itk 0 Is.

WCc 'W t 1.1JSHtinv epraturv Iteims () K tile SI5111M 1,

kcl dowNN to thati No tile' iN.NN.Nk-ihiahl i~lliili Nilergy

, IuIipm~.illii It is alsoI noited that Is, the tellltciatre

ml pc i~ t O iangv It 40ht) K tile str-mllir IS leflillitely
1111,5ng iN i nom icosilickdral til qualititive igrecientil

k~ill P m 3 bar
Wther cliishiis

N1 111l 11'Ie'd O) We'ak lInteruactionl due tll tile N il let

W.1.111 .1i11 .1 It IOlicC Ihere we will conatiNcdI ias oI f

hoh N.' I'~ndling which IN' imuchi tINolgcl thtiti vaII ktr

A~ .1AS .1 Ila. 1(loll by a hictol ot ,ihlolt 2(01

\1ll 1155 Igititll it) thle SNtCrCr oft NImttl Clters Ill

Ili p.i; piiai using thi -iesergs cection i sttrictioj was 2 3 4 56
LoIdC tIl.1 tit out lahbiratory

5 
.1 itw \'earN agol using tlie

1111"il NN iN IiJl''Id 1t1)1 . IL dit iatioll flaitls Are ig. '
Sil IIll I I)' *7 \[iti NtrIIger 111ItIIIN liCCirrillg it filgle

Ilig. 7. 1 INTIilonilitI.Itiou paiterm, lor wa~ti wilthe tiltlckgiolitd NIilI~Ald ,Ul1

AW I oxC ti's l l A IN A't':ijnet Ir [ lie tIC ,)Ii lee lar biiii ji.i~ lirattis N INI I I it 4
,iI 1111cc h'1111 stailtii precsires. Ihlic vt'bra ve efo these clusters IN tit Ihic rallic

,0 ). ( 1,o 130 and is characteristic III tie bulk diaminld vuitru ut .11 1111 ' 1.
i, k I lic didilond cubic %trutIIrisC show NtN1

tit II ufti theit e1r moilelesIC Nshown onflta
.11 lb it to siiuptly tile ;'ltNcillati.II whicil
I, ).Iit.Ity that Mt FCC witt 4 mo1 lecuiles

Il c l Ill ct1 t hie iiit"lll u hocil I d iN stl.m 11,

a,



mh c i s petILL frt*%Ita . I f l ofc iii m.i f iwi - isI II it ,

IiiilCJIul' 113 ech ii, Itr. arcliitr-Lo IiiirC IUn lilt' [IllW-

rdia ti ciiiclsi ko l Iiiilriltlinp ilk iri.iIC I,

7-- nerg~y COuifigulatitn Bfulk Ile sii III[" it till, 1'1C)Iii
bieei it oIf lti I fc prov c l it I % O ITICL 11ndctiw1 fti ll' %,1

phiase onl astihstratc CIII lk-iicgfhbutf1ir)rd it I SIC Is

f1 ) t: are pred Icld f or wa t- r wife i Ih li IicC .,/ v
smiaIle r Just is %%it I t rgonitic ihc ccz aim I/, IC

tIII iirIIiiii 1 Cti'rpy 011liigUFi MINii (III that , JW 1 -. 111C

t I raI Is A rut ig t.ti I it i tht r ( I t I c (I ci I'r I :,v I t- I IIIIII 1 11

tCCg Cii tiglIa'.ihi ii rthfitt ided Ii ~
typeit~ ofi1Citiit ialrl ill fiii rrCloliIrC If' .'i

Ftig. ti i ll otfiiit i '0ithi c~ l ofii~ Ilici -11"it I.Il f 0,

1:ig. S1. StatI~c ilinnuiuiti encrgy' ,.icultttiis lt Water cliisters observed until icctilk 10 tact' f)IIILit
1  

Irim tdn , ap,

pf'tctft .i ftv Sided thiealledicla C1,101riiC striictire shown here phiase, I1C evidecnce tuir the cdli lia ltl Crti ii i 1 i
%%till .i hlImis iterior A foreignl itni or witttr tit u l oi may lw 1" bx.d in11 flit' itL-1tiVIO Abiliddinftir I it J IIO i si'C 111
ii .111ed Withini (lit: tdtftritu. Ihi %irii rr is dristucally kil liecrit sa pe i moctlr h iw "itI ftaN sp i-lt I
huhn thirn'' u tilt inr iH,ndttnscif pliasci of ice'. (Rolnriticn %kith ufll i iiicili i',ii if ii' i~t.IC
uciiouit Ist ou I I K i-ner Jr.) I iIVC Iiitt' htt'nii 1 411 k~iIh'kf Itutu hirtrg' i Ii k It,

AusIvr Pcusituts" nd by I imiiiNtC %i r

kpagiri fficst. I~rwi init a r.idicriIk ilC,wiH ItnC

tie L1i1i,1I hulk 11% 11.11111 t ic h~ ' 'Iia t 1," i il 1111" jkhic

pno'aga tit't IIIIt'S kc i'Ah III Own ihuithtilt'f if'5CiCC I'

PUMP

A2 Y

Ar 5Cm

Fig. 9. I tic. st heilti ifrangt'nttnt ofni t ove'n fill life fu'ttio tiont it mtt.il tl lt ~ si, w if
file sylilIuNs land1( fur i(-h'rii couptt'. W-pirlit tlitriur l~find(I. 11 1-Itn itt tt -11 t Vil 1 ti'11

tttttin. S, anid S. -sits of wrt'ws lor ontiguralion adtjiistmeiints. %I aigoh amt i.IS %,
indl N2 ttow orificc% (it nouucs lit (hits dei'ht' fli', metal is vatprtie bi ils s fitutinir
and tile mietal nucleates duwitct l ltt~ i h off it e If ife s.IIplv ' rlitif 1111iitr I f r
N, andi puit of it f'orins a superstirlit miirrrltrem dr~ii tuti' N, I fiv niia hi h, 'r ~-
itul iN cillivi plaviit' if irtily ron til' heilf t In itt mijibrc %lt g f it leurt i uh-.11 f it" nmfl I
Ilit'l't ir ,hhr i sir t't1 itt'ri th ( it st di~ fisi.ot , rftr untl ti N,

fiii ll ,fl-ir,I( to Ai oil If rIVi ilIt i i 1-0



the additiont of gas-phase molecules condensing. Just as LA
Withi a rgo n, as the size gets larger til e m in tmu i energy 40~
configuration reverts to one of thre more usual hulk forms 10- I I

In
1 01 ~ Metal clusters lt

For at number of years in our laboratory we have .2

ci ed out a systematic study of the structure of smnall 0

clusters formied in the vapor phase. Due to thre relatively
low vapor pressure of metals, plus their relatively strong 10
boniding (t factor of about 20 greater than thre hydrogen
bonding in water), and high surface tension, the design
crtei((fa for a cluster molecular beamn is much different fromt
tha! for gaseous species.' '[he most important design

itenion for a mnetal cluster beam source wh ichi will pro- 4

ifuix smaff si.'e clusters with sufficient cluster concentration
iio conduct experiments, is that the supersaturation be very 7
hiigfh 111i % pci ifuce a an e normo us Cluster n uc leaftioni or2
lormiiiallol rate so that, on the time scale of the cx peni-
iiini. Jusfei moikenitrations of 11)0 01 1/~ are 4, .

'induced NV~ifi tldt many clusters competing for the re- 0 .

it1llillig Irictif vapor, the average si/c remains quite small.
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ABSTRACT

Silver is evaporated into an inert gas flowing at pressures

between 0.1 to 3 torr and nucleates to form clusters in a size

range of 40 to 110 R. This two-phase mixture flows through a

two stage molecular beam into a modified electron microscope.

Electron diffraction patterns are taken in the cluster beam

and analyzed using the bulk, face center cubic unit cell in

conjunction with a twelve beam multiple scattering program.

Deviations from the bulk structure are seen and are larger

for smaller cluster size. Several possible interpretations are

discussed. The effect of different carrier gases on oven per-

formance and cluster size is also presented.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study is to obtain information on

the structure of small clusters of metal atoms, prepared by

evaporation into a low pressure inert gas, by analysis of their

electron diffraction patterns. Potentially large effects of

supporting substrates upon the clusters' structures were avoided

by employing the quenching gas as a carrier to transport the

clusters through a differentially pumped gasdynamic system

(forming a "molecular" beam) into a high vacuum region where

the electron diffraction pattern can be recorded A neces-

sary subsidiary goal is to discover conditions which produce

sufficiently dense metal cluster beams so that electron dif-

fraction patterns can be observed

EXPERIMENTAL

The metal cluster generator has been described previous-

ly (] ) and is schematically illustrated in Fig. i. This oven

cluster source has been mounted into one part of the "diffrac-

tion chamber" of an Hitachi HU-IIA/B which is operated as an

electron beam source (condenser lenses only used). The elec-

tron microscope has been modified with the addition of a coarse

aperture just above the cluster source and additional pumping

capacity from a 15 cm diffusion pump with 1,000 /sec. It is

connected to the diffraction chamber directly opposite the
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oven. Electron diffraction patterns are recorded on glass

photographic plates.

The metal vapor source used was a small helix, hand-wound

tungsten wire (0.38 mm diameter) into which one or more small

ingots, formed from 99.999 % silver, are inserted. The amount

of silver in each charge is estimated to be in the range 0.1 -

0.25 g. The gas inlet tubing was shortened so that it now

discharges through the heater rather than between heater and

N1 as shown in Fig. 1. Pressures measured at various points,

with gas flow on but power oven off, are recorded in Table I

together with the pressure ratios across the copper inlet

tube and across nozzles N1 and N2. Except for the lowest

pressure with helium, which is outside the range of operatinq

conditions actually used, these pressure ratios are low enough

to cause "choked", sonic, constant mass flow rate through

both N1 and N However, even though there is a low pressure

ratio across the inlet gas tube, the flow is everywhere sub-

sonic. For steady isentropic flow from the tube exit to N1

the larger tube exit area (1.5 mm diameter vs. 0.81 mm for N1 )

requires svTbsonic flow at the tube exit with a Mach number

Pztween 0.14 and 0.2. With viscous effects this Mach number

is even lower. The flow transit time for a monatomic gas is

calculated to be ca. 0.5 sec for the oven chamber. The second

orifice, N2, measures (.51 mn in diameter. With both

orifices choked only one-fifth to one-eighth of the carrier
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gas exits via N 2 . A somewhat higher proportion of the metal

clusters ought to pass through N 2 and the electron beam, be-

cause of their much greater "molecular" weight (4 x 104 to

2 x 106).

Diffraction patterns, if observed at all, are commonly

visible for only about 10 seconds, and never for more than

about 90 seconds. We were clearly not operating the oven under

steady-state conditions, although they were constant over the

time span of an exposure for film recording of a pattern (i.e.,

fraction of a second). The oven gas pressure and temperature,

P and To, along with other experimental information, are

summarized in Table II.

Exposed plates are developed in the usual manner and

their degree of blackening is quantified by scanning across

a diameter of the diffraction pattern with a recording

microdensitometer. Patterns from three plates are presented

in Fig. 2. Peak spacings (diffraction ring diameters), peak

widths, and peak heights are all measured from these densito-

meter records. Calibration of spacings and minimum peak widths

is obtained by tracing the patterns obtained from a commercial

aluminum diffraction standard. Unit cell dimensions are de-

rived from ring radii using the expression
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a = LA /h2 + k2 + 2/ ( (l- 3r 2 /8L 2 ) ) (1)

where LX is a "camera constant" determined from the aluminum

standard, X = 0.053551 R for the 50 Key electrons, and L =

47.13 cm. The term in (r/L)2 is a small flat-plate correction.

Cluster diameters, D, are estimated from peak widths using

D = LA/ W2  (2)
0

where W is the observed peak width and W is the "instrument0

broadening" taken to be the peak width found for the aluminum

standard. Peak heights were taken to be proportional to the

diffracted power in each peak and are corrected for the non-

linear response of the plates. Estimated standard deviations

are assigned to each intensity, aobs' and multiplied by the

same correction factors. It should be emphasized that only

diffraction patterns strong enough to be seen by eye on the

phosphor screen were recorded.

PRSULTS AND DISCUSSION

Source performance

In addition to varying gas pressures and filament tempe-

ratures, in search of optimum conditions for the production

of high densities of smaller clusters, we also explored the

effect of changing the carrier gas. Argon and helium show dif-

ferences reflecting their differing atomic masses and colli-

(2, 3)sion cross sections . Past experience with nucleation

studies indicate that a larger number of smaller clusters
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should result from a more rapid cooling of the hot metal

(1)
vapor The chemically inert molecular gas, sulfur hexa-

fluoride SF6, with its many internal degrees of freedom, i.e.,

its much larger heat capacity per molecule should be a more

effective third body in the early stages of cluster formations.

Since silver has a relatively small affinity for oxygen, CO2

was also successfully used as a carrier gas.

A greatly increased production of silver clusters is ob-

served using molecular gases. This occurs at substantially

lower filament temperatures (i.e., lower vapor pressures) as

indicated in Table I. Silver deposits on the oven liner

were collected on microscope grids. Electron diffraction pat-

terns for these samples verified the metallicsilver structure

with no evidence for compounding due to possible molecular

gas decomposition.

An argument was made in an earlier paper(1) for a rela-

tionship between cluster size and the product of oven pressure,

Pol times the temperature of the evaporating metal sample, T .om

The results are presented in Fig. 3.

Both employed the same cluster generator seen in Fig. 1

and, whereas the prior investigation used one carrier gas (Ar)

and several metals (In, Bi, and Pb), this work is for one metal

(Ag) and several carrier gases (Ar, He, CO2 and SF 6). It is
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seen that all the results with the filament source are self-

consistent with the heavier gases producing a given cluster

size as progressively lower P T . The results for Pb in a

boron nitride crucible required a greater PoTom for a given

cluster size, but operated for a longer time before the metal

sample was depleted.

Diffraction Analysis

From the electron diffraction patterns, one easily obtains

crystalline unit cell dimensions and crystallite sizes from

the diffracted rings' diameters and breadths, respectively.

However, more detailed atomic scale information is contained

in the relative intensities of the rings. This information may

be extracted by matching the intensities calculated from a

model to the observed intensities. However, the calculations

leading from model to diffracted intensities are more complex

in the case of electron scattering than for X-rays or neutrons

because of multiple scattering or "dynamical" effects. These

effects are large enough to cast doubt upon any such analysis

based upon simpler kinematic (or the first-approximation,

(4) (5)Blackman-formula ( ) calculations (5  Accordingly, a computer

program has been written which calculates the diffracted in-

tensities in as complete and correct a manner as time and bud-

get permitted. An example for silver is shown in Fig. 4, nor-

malized to the (311) reflection. If the scattering were kinema-

tical the curves would all be horizontal with the value at
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Dt = 0. Variations from(311)(also varying) by a factor of 2

to 3 can be seen at large Dt.

The corrected peak-height data obtained from the plates

listed in Table II are used as imput to the computer program.

The best fitting cluster diameter Dt and root mean square

amplitude of thermal vibration U are included in Table II.

Also listed are the (dis)agreement factors RM and RK' for the

multislice and kinematic calculations respectively. These

are defined as

2 2 213
R = (Iobs - Icalc ) / obs / (Iobs /a obs) (3)

In every case RM is an improvement over RK, but it must be

pointed out that RK is calculated using the value of U opti-

mized for RM.

If this model and calculation are to be deemed success-

ful, strong correlation between several quantities in Table

II should be seen. For example higher temperature clusters

should have greater U and a for a given size, and Dt and De

should agree. The above do not seem to correlate, although

the goodness of fit RM does vary with size De in a systematic

way as shown in Fig. 5. The best agreement occurs for the

largest clusters.
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The variation, between the experimental and theoretical,

12-beam multiple scattering calculations, for each diffraction

peak is seen in Fig. 6. The goodness of fit is clearly better

as cluster size increased from top to bottom (these three

experiments lie on the upper dotted curve in Fig. 5). The

most prominent and consistant features are the larger(lll)peak

and smaller(400)similiar to Ref. 5 (Pb clusters).

A variety of interpretations, other than the bulk fcc

structure, have been considered qualitatively but have one

or more features that do not fit the observations. They include

(5)
the combined fcc plus liquid model , stacking faults and

twinning between fcc regions, decahedral (pentagonal bipyra-

mid) and icosahedral sphere packing models (6 ,7 ) and the pre-

sence of vacancies.

We have obtained improved agreement between observed and

calculated intensities, but it appears that a simple cubic-

closest-packing model of the silver metal clusters studied

here is not correct. It may be that a partially liquid or

amorphous structure is correct, but this has not been demons-

tratu conclusively. Single-phase (homogeneous) models other

than fcc can be tested with the multi-beam computer program

by replacing one subroutine.

F
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TABLE I
a)

Oven Operating Pressures

1 1 etb) Oven First Second

Gas P P /P P P /P Pumping P 2/P Pumping

o 0 00 o ChamberC) Chamberd) e)
tort tort

Pl1 P2

torr torr

He 2.99 0.10 0.30 0.53 0.16 5x10 5  <'1.6x10 - 5

-5
lie 7.22 0.14 1.01 0.36 0.36 5x10

-5
He 9.92 0.16 1.56 0.32 0.51 < 5x10

-5
Ar 3.07 0.14 0.44 0.40 0.1s < 5x10 5

-5
Ar 5.62 0.18 1.03 0.30 0.31 <1 5x10

CO2  2.88 0.17 0.48 0.38 0.19 < 5x10 5

a) Gas supply at room temperature (22 C) and oven power off.

b) Measured at inlet of supply tube 10 cm loaa and 1.5 mm inside diameter.

c) The opening or nozzle between the oven and the first pumping chamber

has N1 = 0.81 mm.

d) The opening between the first and second pumping chambers has N2 = 0.51 mm

with a separation between nozzles of 4.3 mm (see Ref. 1 for additional

details).

e) Measured over the 15 cm baffle and diffusion pump.

.. . ... .. . .. . ... . . , .. . . . . -- .. . .. .. , . . . . . ..-a. . . . ..p
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FIGURES

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram is shown for the metal cluster gene-

rator with TC - thermocouple, W - prism mirror window,

H - heater for metal vaporization, S 1 and S2 - set of

screws for configuration adjustments, CG carrier gas,

N1 and N 2 - flow orifices or nozzles.

Fig. 2. Microdensitometer tracings of Experiments 16, 22 and

30 (see Table II) are plotted with O.D. the optical

-I
density, log1 0 (I/10 ) and S = 4TiN sin (0/2). Plate 30

is displaced 0.5 0.D. for clarity with Miller indices f
shown.

Fig. 3 Experimental cluster size D., as a function of oven

pressure and temperature is determined using Eq. (2)

for several metals and carrier gases with F-filament

source and C-crucible source.

Fig. 4 Theoretical Ag cluster Peak intensities are normalized

to the(311)peak and plotted as a function of Diameter Dt.

Fig. 5 The goodness of fit RM is seen to improve as size n

increases.
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Fig. 6 A detailed comparison, peak by peak, for the observed

and calculated Intensities is plotted vs. S2 with

Miller indices indicated.
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EVIDENCE FOR MIXED CLUSTERS FORMED DURING
SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE EXPANSIONS IN AN ARGON CARRIER GAS

by

Sang Soo Kim and'Gilbert D. 
Steina

April 19, 1980

ABSTRACT

Nucleation of sulfur hexafluoride in an argon carrier ,as has been

studied in very small, supersonic, adiabatic nozzle expansions. Light

scattering is used to detect the onset of condensation and high energy

electron diffraction is used to ascertain cluster structure for a range

of operating conditions where mixed clusters and/or binary nucleation can

occur. For the limited range in SF mole fraction. o 0.01 to 0.03,

)oth the thermodynamic and cluster diffraction data indicate that the SF.

nucleates homoieneouslv with Ar accruins ont-- the condensed SF, after tht.

.Xr suoersaturate5.

-I-



Studies of sulfur hexafluoride SF6) cooled in adiabatic expansions

have been undertaken in nhlmcrous research laboratories due to its relevance

with regard to isotope separation schemes employing LF. and as the now-

standard example for the study and illustration of multi-photon absorption

phenomena. We have evolved a multi-faceted approach to the study of SF L

phase change involving gasdvnamic studies and theoretical comparisons using
1the ,overning ,quatains of motion , laser scattering experiments to monitor

nucleation and growth-, molecular beam investigations to ascertain the

important oporating parameters with regard to making intense cluster beams,

and hizh cnergy electron diffraction for probing cluster si.zc, temperature

and structure. rhe purpose ot this conmiunication is to relate an unusual

dif'raction experiment and the conditions under which we believe that mixed

clusters of SF and Ar arc f.ormed.

The experimental apparatus consists of a conventional, three-stage,

differentially pumped molecular beam which ent'rs a scattering chamber where

it is crossed bv a -1) KeV electron beam. T'he diffraction patterns are ob-

tained using film in a variable shutter arrangement known as a rotating

sector. '5  However small Laval nozzles ar, used in place of the usual ori-

fice free jet source. Nozzle 7 is made from glass capillary tubing and has

a throat diameter D= 0.13 m m, exit diameter D= 2.0 mm, and a length of

2.5 cm (see Ref. 1 for details). Previous experiments j were used to ascertain

the range of operating parameters required to product SF,, cluster beams.

They showed that SF_ mole fractions in the range -(SF = 0.o3-0.125 were best

suited for these studies.

Diffraction patterns arc shown in Fi. IA for = pure Ar), Y.I],

0.032, and 0.125 and denoted as Exps. A throuvh D respecivelx. The Ar pattern

is face centered cubic (FCC) having a unit cell narameter a= 5.4, X. The

Miller indices for body centered cubic (BCC) SFh are shown in Exp. D vieldingh

a unit ceIl dimension of a = 5.8 X. All these experimL'nts :ire ctnductod with

the samc nozzle and operating conditions with only mole traction varied. Tbe

:;cattering parameter is ; = ( 4 -/'sin(/2) wher, is the electron wavelen :h

an is th,, scattering angle. The pattern for Vxj-. F hais only Ohe 110 rnoik

hr 8W . i I', xn. (' has ,;ome tetures of isiner:,--: i, or linear comrnr ,-' i,-,:

A ;:xp. A n,1 D, esnec is ' t s.- 4 C. However i e" |n les -hi ie,.

order o '..... i " he ;re or :or ... ''nden
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and Ar (open symbols) are shown in phase diagram Fig. IB. The XSF6 = 0.01

to 0.03 onsets are shown here for comparison with Exp. B and C. The cooling

rate, for nozzle expansions, increases with decreasing throat size. Onsets

of condensation plotted here for both large 6and small nozzles (e.g. Nozzle 7)

have been obtained using light scattering. Note that two of the small nozzle

onsets for SF6 cross the Ar vapor-solid equilibrium line. The corresponding

Ar partial pressures reveal that the Ar is also supersaturated, S > I (S =

(pv/P@)T where Pv is partial pressure of the species in question and p, is

the equilibrium pressure at the same temperature T).

Lines of constant undercooling (Tp = (T,-T)p where T is the temperaure

of the gas and T. the vapor-solid equilibrium temperature at the same pressure)

are included for the Ar equilibrium line. The onsets of Ar nucleation are for

a large nozzle 7 in a helium carrier gas having XAr = 0.01 to 0.06, plus one

pure Ar. Note that they all fall along the line ATp 1 20.

The conditions at the exit of Nozzle 7 for Exp. A-D are shown as the

partially solid symbols and corresponding open symbols for theoretical solutions

of the equations of motion with phase change and viscous effects.1 Note that

exit conditions for Exp. B and C occur near the line AT = 20, but this is notP

an onset condition since the clusters have grown to a size large enough to

produce strong diffraction patterns. The theoretical solution for Exp. C

predicts nearly all of the SF6 to be condensed at the nozzle exit (geo W 0

or Ce= 1.0, see Table 1). Within the nozzle at SF6 onset the Ar is un-

saturated (SAr = 0.042) and thus the nucleation process is homogeneous, i.e.

pure SF6 clusters. By the time the expansion has reached the Tp = 20 line,

Ar has condensed onto the SF6 clusters to such an extent that it is visible

in the diffraction pattern. The homogeneous nucleation of Ar, as distinct

cluster species from that of the SF6 , must approach or exceed the LT. = 20

line before its nucleation rate can rise to a value high enough to provide

enough surface for efficient depletion of the Ar vapor phase. Heterogeneous

nucleation of Ar onto the SF6 can potentially begin shortly after the Exp. C

expansion crosses p, for Ar. (The energy of formation for a cluster on a

heterogeneous site is always lower than that for homogeneous nucleation.)

The situation is similar for Exp. B except that it has a lower mole fraction

1" -o Lower fraction condensed C. = 0.379 and therefore an even smaller mass

fraction condensed at the exit, g= 0.0244 compared to 0.1075 of Exp. C.

A closer examination of Exp. C shows that the stroneest reflection !or

* the 110 peak, is still very prominent suggestina that the SF or'ssta.
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3 tructure is still largely intact. The strongest Ar reflection, ill, is

easily discernible although unresolved from the SF 6 200 and is substantially

smaller than the pure Ar III peak of Exp. A. Many peaks from Exp. A and D

seem to appear in C as well but not as complete peaks or is linear super-

positions. In particular the 220 peaks do not superimpose well. Thus there

are some differences between that of pure Ar and pure SF crystalline

structures. Since the unit cell parameters typical of the pure species do

not match up closely one may not expect epitaxial growth of the Ar onto

the SP . Perhaps there is a transition laver, amorphous in nature, sepa-

rating the two. The diffraction pattern for Exp. B shows only one small

SFb peak (110) with perhaps just a hint of the SF, 200 unresolved with the

Ar 200 and 111. This is consistent with the other patterns since the SF,,

mass fraction condensed is much lower than Exp. C.

One feature of these expansions which will in veneral discourage the

formation of Ar condensate onto the SF 6 clusters is due to the SF( latent

heat which must be carried away by Ar collisions before the cluster temper-

ature can approach that of the gas. Estimates of cluster temperature ob-

tained from electron diffraction data 3 are higher than that of the gas by

30 to 500 C. The higher the mole fraction the greater this difference is

expected to be. Thus even though the Ar can supersaturate at some point

in these expansions, its condensation onto the SF clusters is not insured.

Perhaps this is the reason that these mixed clusters are ;een so seldomlv

in these experiments.

The results of the work presented here ma- ',e ;ummarized as follows:

(ID The mixed cluster diffraction pattern, Exp. C, shows some

features of the crystalline -tructure from both pure Ar and

p)ure SF and some features which can ne ascribed to neither.

Exp. B shows only one SF, peak.

~T he thermody:namic history for these supersonic idiabatic

expansions revea ls that the SF,, clustored homo zeneousl', at

some point within the nozzle, crossod '!'e \r ripor-soliJ

equi i rium line and most probably condensed r on,,o, the

sur,,ace of the SF clu terL;. .\n ,mde rc., '

re(li rod :or ti'o n *on]ze, it homfltenO Ari ,lcl .\r rc-, 11

3 " 'le .'' clu ter,; ,iro ,.,r oror th,it, t -i:i

,n t i t i:r ction ': 0 T' , un KcA ,, r

C C .1 , , '
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(4) For the case of the small nozzles, in which their operating

conditions are adjusted so as to produce SF6 nucleation near

the exit, it is possible to have the Ar in the range ATp 20

at which point Ar nucleation could also be initiated. Thus

the possibility of a binary nucleation process arises. The

growth of this heterogeneous cluster could produce diffraction

patterns radically different from those reported in this

investigation.
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Figure 1. Electron diffraction patterns are taken in a molecular beam

from clusters formed in SF.-Ar mixture expansions with mole

fractions that vary from 0.0-0.125. The molecular beam

configuration (Ds the skimmer diameter, D the collimator

diameter, stagnation pressure p0 and temperature T ) is the
00

same for all these experiments. The vertical lines with

arrows up locate the SF BCC peaks and arrows down those of0

Ar FCC structure. In the phase diagram pv i5 the partial

pressure of either the SF 6 or Ar as appropriate. The solid

symbols are for SF,, onsets of nucleation and the open symbols

for Ar onsets. The SF 0  data is for IF6 l to 0.03 for

a variety of nozzles having different throat areas. The Ar

partial pressure for the lower three SF., onsets W) indicate

that the Ar is also supersaturated. The adiabatic expansion

line is shown for Exp. A-D with the experimental and theoretical

exit conditions indicated. Lines of constant undercooling,

ATp) = 10 and 20 C are shown for the Ar vapor-solid equilibrium

line. The two solid lines with I = and 7 = 105 are theoretical SI,
I

onsets computed for the small nozzles-, using the classical

nucleation theorv with 7 a convection factor.
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ABSTRACT

The condensation of SF 6 in Ar and He carrier gases has been studied in

diverging Laval nozzles with throat diameters in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 mm.

The clustering is detected using laser scattering, molecular beam intensity

measurements and high energy electron diffraction. Although the nozzles have

cooling rates in the 10' C/sec range, the correction for nucleation lag time

results in changes which are less than 157 from the steady state rate theor'.'.

For the 37 SF 6 in Ar the onset may enter the Ar supersaturation region with

the attendant possibility for binary nucleation. Even though these exparsior,

are not isentropic, due to nozzle wall boundary laver', the,. are neverthel,?4<

much more effective cluster sources than the "isentropic" free iet expansio,:s.

Thne onset of condensation is consistent with earlier results for much 1ar,:ev

nozzle and agrees with the classical Volmer tlbeor":.



I NTRODUCTIoN

The ;tijdy and use of Layal nozzles for adiabatic, supersonic expansion

of a condensable vapor is; important both for many technological applications,

And fundamentalI investigat ions into the dynamics ot condensation via hiomo-

gteneous nucleation. Systematic ;ivestigations date jack- 60 years to the

studis hv todol
.tis bySooa of steam condensation in turbine nozzles. Since then

many other investigators have made contributions to this field for a wide

ranige of con.densable vapors. 36Recently there has been particular interest

in condensing sulphur hexafluoride, SF., expansions due to its similarities

with UF and a variety of proposed methods for pf- asze isotope separation. -1
6

The use of very small Laval nozzles (throat diameter D* in the range 0.025-

0.25 mm) as cluster sources for molecular 5-eams haF been pioneered by the

Karlsruhe group with current applications includinc fueling and heating of

Tokmakfusonmacine 1213and cluster research. 141)Investigations

into the design and use ot small L.oyal sources has been undertaken in our

17 I
laboratory in order to understand and optimize their design for studies

of the physical properties of small clusters using both high energy electron

diffraction and tunable laser spectroscopy. The use of free Jet sources

:or the above mentioned research techniques has been ,,ell established. li 20

The purpose of the research reported here is to explore the SF 6 nucleation

proceso in these small nozzles and compare AIM /t t~rhreaIerilp-

lictions5 of7 the nucleation theorv as incorporated into the governing equationms

in these small nozzltus
0: upers ,nic, adiabatic flow. llie S(,cooling rates are in an interecztinic

rai.itormediate -etween those of large Laval noznIes; n whi,:h the -,end-

5tt lvclea, ion theor,: i.; 'li.a -d tho'o or f'ree icto ici; , ~usn~

ch :!"c cooC :OCL£n rate isconqidered ')-. manv. reseParclierc; to ,e so rioid

te -tc& 1 i- ho.~ sln a I. c o, c oft n:c lei ion
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time on the steady state nucleation theory and its impact on measurable

properties will be discussed.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The

SF 6 is supplied from high pressure bottles of known mole fraction)VYJC in

either an argon or a helium carrier gas. (The SF 6 mole fractions required

10
have previously been determined ). With measurement of the stagnation pressure

p temperature T and mass fraction w 0 the initial state of the gas
00

before expansion is thus determined. The nozzle is installed in the

stagnation chamber with a static pressure tap at the nozzle exit. The

nozzle contours have been measured and the data fitted to a seventh order

polynomial, see Table I for details. An argon-ion laser tuned to 514.5 nm

with a 0.1 watt CW beam is focused over the nozzle centerline about 1.25 mm

beyond the nozzle exit. A tube with 2 apertures of I mm diameter is con-

necLed to a fiber optic which exits the vacuum chamber and is terminated

at an RCA 7850 photomultiplier tube. The nozzle exit diameter is 2.5 mm

(2 mm for Nozzle 7) and the two apertures are located so as to cut off a

scattering volume from the laser beam of about I mm length, i.e. a volume

well within the nozzle exit flow field. When light scattering is not being

used the double aperture is moved out of the way and the molecular beam

skimmer moved up near the light scattering position thus skimming off the

centerline flow. After a second stage of differential pumping the cluster

beam enters a scattering chamber where it is crossed by a 40 KeV electron

,eirr for diffraction studies. he cluster beam intensity is monitored with

P iz ri :age detector. The electron diffrac .ion patterns are measire!

.:n Ie chmnele, electron -cintillator, puilst-count 'nc detection

. o r heam i- modulated with i chooper locate(i et'een skimmer I:>.

i-
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collimator and synchronous detection (i.e. up-down counting) is used

to eliminate background scattering. The single channel detector is

programmed to accumulate signal for a given number of chopper cycles and

is then stepped to the next increment in scattering angle . and the process

repeated until the entire diffraction pattern is taken. The total electron

beam flux or current is monitored continuously using a Faraday cup inside

the beam trap. The primary function of the diffraction apparatus is to

record patterns for structure analysis of clusters, however in the work

reported here it is used to estimate mean cluster size and temperature.

LIGHT SCATTERING AND MOLECULAR BEAM MEASUREMENTS

With the incoming laser beam polarized perpendicular to the 900

scattering detector (i.e. its electric field along the flow direction)

the Rayleigh scattering intensity has been measured as the function of p

for a range of SF 6 mole fractions in Ar, 12.5% SFb in He, and pure Ar.

This experimental sequence has been used for several nozzles, three of which

are reported here and two are shown in Fig. 2. The differential scattering

cross section per unit volume (dc/d:) is defined as the average differential
V

scattering cross section per particle (d/d:) times the cluster concentration

3
per cm , N:

(dc,/d2) = N (du/d2-) = N (dr/d-) f(r)dr (1)

where the average differential scattering cross section is obtained by

integratini over a normalized size distribution f(r). Tle cross section

per unit volume is related to the incoming and scattered lihzlt intensiLie-.

I', and I respectively and the scatterinz ,aeometry by I ,, /1 ) 4R d

C d-ci .;here d is the diameter of the aoerture Firthcs' trorn Lh laser ,

P is tIe distance from this aperture to the centerli:i.. Tho dilrerent .
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scattering cross section per cluster is the usual Rayleigh or dipole

expression (da/d2) = a2k4=Fr (m 2_/mM2 +2)72(2-T/ ) 4 where O' is the

polarizahilttv, k is the wave number (2v/X), m is the index refraction,

and \ is the light wavelength. The operational definiticn for the onset

of condensation is taken as the intensity as it rises above the background

by 0.1 na, which translates to a value for (dc/C) of 2.8 x 10 cm
V

This condition for onset is shown in Fig. 2.

With the light scattering apparatus moved out of the way, the nozzle

can then be moved toward the skimmer such that the molecular beam intensity

is a maximum and the relative distance is close to that for the light

scattering (3.25 mm from the exit). The unclustered beam intensities for

this molecular beam geometric configuration is just discernible above the

measured background ionization gage pressure. As p is increased beyond

1.5 bar (I bar = 105 Pa 1 1 atm) the intensity rises dramatically as a

result of clustering in the nozzle. 21,22 Since these intensity curves are

nearly linear (See Fig. 3) the criteria for onset is taken as that pressure

obtained from a linear extrapolation back to zero intensity. This criteria

is virtually the same as taking a mnall intensitv rise above background as

Jone with the light - caLttring.

It should be noted h1, ever t'at the 'inclustered beam intensity can

:c sec.n a ,ovt the niackroumJ .4. :I . , he -i .nal-to-noise level is

[-w. In the la-er !t' ec c i -n -ro, ir- i,<;tored :low, i.e. molecular

0 r n , Ca Xlnn n n ' o-,. :, ' e ra I. !hr int~ nsit".' seen by-

, 'n' ti: i ,.r. ,! ',, -, r ,- m 'h!od is more sensitive

lr ' 'l 1 ,' # £"( t{'(-I [ + ''" . . . l, c-,'t :; ',' i: itijl cluster

i L i :I

-,r -- ur- n the ra.-
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of 1-8 bar (high densities, really) the collision mean free path Nfp is

much less than the nozzle diameter ,with the Knudsen number Kn = \fp/D

in the range of 10- 3-10 -4 even at the nozzle exit. Thus these flows are

continuum or collision dominated. Typical Reynolds numbers for these

flows are in the 104 range 1 7 so that boundary layers are expected to be

thin. Nevertheless since these nozzles have very small inlets of the order

of 0.1 mm and very gradual divergence angles, the viscous boundary layer

can extend to the centerline thus resulting in fully developed flow. (Only

17

in the case of pure SF 6 expansions is there evidence of an isentropic core.

Although isentropic flows are far simpler to deal with analytically,the

importance of a more complete understanding of these small nozzle flows

necessitates a non-isentropic analysis including the effects of viscosity

and heat conductivity. Sufficient gasdynamic measurements have been made

so that this more complicated analysis can be made and compared to experiment.

The details of the nozzle geometries used here are given in Table I and

typical ranges in nozzle exit properties are shown in Fig. 4 for Nozzle 7.
SF 6

Two sets of curves are presented spanning the range of/mole fraction from

12.5% to 0% in Ar. The exit Mach number MR increases with po leveling out

for argon to a value of 5.5. At the same time the exit temperature drops

with increasing p to values as low as 30 K and exit static pressures are

in the range of 1-2 torr (133-266 Pa).

Cooling rates in geometrically similar nozzles scale with the nozzle

throat diameter. For a given throat size the cooline rate is dependent or

the variation in nozzle cross sectional area with position. The larer

the spacial gradient in area the more rapid is the cooling rate. Tvpica l

coolin rate, are shown in Fio. 5 for the-ze cases: a nozzle with 1 cmc
diamct r-

ro.ot LJ N,,zzlo :from this -ork hav'.' , i hroat di:imeter of 0.12

I 1' 1 trete et Oxpr1n1;ron wi!!' i t; rhro.i: dil-e cr !1.so ). 21 "mm. "I,,



maximum cooling rate always occurs near the nozzle throat, x = 0, and is

denoted by an asterisk. Atypical onset of condensation is also noted.

The thermodynamic conditions at onset are most important with regard to

the nucleation process since it is near maximum here. The cooling rate at

onset for the small Laval nozzle is about an order of magnitude higher than

the larger nozzle. (There is some variation with specific heat ratio Y

but it is not significant for the purposes of this discussion.) The free

jet expansion is not controlled by solid boundaries as are those of the

Laval nozzles and it thus represents a maximum cooling rate for a given gas

and throat size. In Fig. 5 onset occurs at a cooling rate 40 times that of

the Laval nozzle with the same size throat. If the cooling rate gets too

high a variety of non-equilibrium processes set in. For example in free jet

expansions studies have been made of non-equilibrium rotational, vibrational,

23and even translational effects. Thus it is not surprising that there may

be non-steady state effects for the nucleation process. For most nozzle

flows with throats - 1 cm and starting conditions > STP the steady state

nucleation theory obtains, and there are negligible effects due to nucleation

2 small used in the present experiments
lag time. The/nozzles/UU have cooling rates high enough that a time-

dependent nucleation rate must be considered.

These flows may be assumed to be adiabatic with regard to the inter-

tace between the gas flow and the solid nozzle walls. However, from one

point to another within the flow the temperature <radients may be high enoinzh

that heat conductivity from one part to another is not negligible. The

effects of viscosity, for all of the experiments reported here reach to the

centerline of the flow at some point in the nozzle. These combined effecc,

result in exit Mach numbers which are lower than rho idoal case, with pre(,wrt.

.d temperatures which are hizher than tor isentropic expansion,;. The cooli'

1:te c,- i nevertheles' quite suhstanti. i, prdici: i" ver: h-h super, l: ,- P.,,
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and resulting in efIicient cluster nuclecion and growth, i.e. compared

to an isentropic free jet source at the same p and D*.

TEORETICAL CLUSTER FORMATION AND GROWTtH

The effects of boundary lavers and their growth to the centerline

has been treated in a previous paper with the comparison to a variety of

17
gasdvnamic measurements. The governing equations for fluid flow, conser-

vation of mass, momen tum and energy; coupled with al equation of state; a

nucleation rate law: and a droplet growth equation are used to predict all

the thermodynamic properties throughout the nozzle including cluster size

and concentration as nucleation proceeds. The nucleation rate expression

employed is that of the so called classical theory,

J = -(7-!) - - v exp(-G /kT) (2)
SSc

3
where J is the number of critical size clusters formed per second per cm 3

*
and AG the Gibbs free energy of formation of the critical size cluster

* *2
AG= 4-r a/3. The critical radius is given by the Gibhs-Thompson-Helholt !

equation r = 2crvc/kT.en(pV/p). The saturation ratio is defined as pv/pm.

Pv is the partial pressure of the condensable vwpor, T is the temperature,

o is the vapor-liquid (or vapor-solid) equilibrium pre,-sure at the same T,

k is Boltzmann's constant, 7 is the surrace ten;ion, m i; the mass of a

single vapor molecule, v is the volume of a condensable molecule in the

condensed phase and - is a correction factor used t,, march theory to

epe rimen . 1he ma ni tude o!' the iiu c lea t ion ra te i ,.,r' sens i ti e ,

,urt ace tension (cubic in he exponential expressi, n ch i4 unknown 7'

'?e ;olii recime below the ,F,., triple point (.222 'nt Ki w 'en esti.at,

t rom pi, lhed data iove i, riple point ', i  - rn r-1ITe1 r

e n temperunr ,leOtll cc ,r thek I u,,i a yee he 7 i :)ie in il vt i q itncc ror ,,
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into the extrapolation below 222 K giving: a(t) = 6.77(4-T/80). The

5
value of r is approximately 10

The theoretical predictions for the nucleation rate in Nozzle 7 is

shown in Fig. 6 for a range of starting pressures and a mole fraction of

0.03 SF in Ar. The time-dependent nucleation theory is shown as the solid
b

lines. As p is increased the point of maximum nucleation moves upstream

in the supersonic portion of the nozzle and rises to a higher maximum value

and falls off more quickly. As p is decreased the maximum nucleation rate

decreases by more than two orders of magnitude and spreads out in time or

position through the nozzle by about one order of magnitude, thus resulting

in a net cluster production or concentration which is down hv an order ol

magnitude. The calculations are carried out for one value of boundary

layer displacement thickness at the nozzle exit and a constant viscous

dissipation factor (A = 0.6 and F = .0002 in Ref. 17). Thus the family

of curves do not follow the exact process in the nozzle as a function of P 

although it is close, but does illustrate the trends qualitatively, it not

completely quantativelv.

The mass fraction condensed is g in grams SF !grnm of mixture, and0

is plotted in Fig. 7 for the same flow conditions as Fi4. b. When all oi

the SF is condensed out C = a) = 0.09$7 and this limit is reached
6 max 0

'efore the exit of the nozzle when p 4. Note the very rapid rise in o a'
0I

high po, with the onset of condensation occurrinv sooner in nozzle (lower x

a:; p is increased. For the growth of the clusters 1,evond the critical

:qize the vapor condensation coefficient is taken as unity aZ usually d.JO.t

tor condensation when the vapor is a small mole trat i on in a carrier ,,i

; ne detine'; the ,),,:"t 'it condensation for the-, ci!c;,1itIons as that p"'

tr're ; equal to " ' max = : the; .h onse;' cTn,!ensltiol at th,

,i i X w cciir or 1 t :o I 1 .ow 'a I
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The two most useful features of a droplet size distribution are the mean

size and the droplet concentration. These quantities, designated re and N
e e

at the nozzle exit, are shown plotted in Fig. 8. As expected the droplet

concentration increases with p due to the much higher peak nucleation rate

as seen in Fig. 6. As p increases past 1.5 bar, nucleation at the nozzle

exit rises to a value where it begins to significantly deplete the vapor

phase and the concentration Ne XK(36begins to increase. The concentration

5
Ne increases with SF 6 mole fraction as seen in previous results. The

ee
concentration N eis the meaningful quantity whncmaigtlgt atenx

data since the detector views the scattering from a fixed volume of gas,

independent of the pressure or density in the flow at that point.

The cluster concentration for 3% SF 6 is also shown plotted as a function ot

clusters per gram of mixture, N ge . Beyond p = 4 bar Ng e decreases even though the peak

nucleation rate increases by a factor of 4 as p goes from 4 to 7 bar. The

nucleation rate is shut off more quickly at higher densities due to more

efficient droplet growth. The total number of clusters formed per cubic

centimeter (the area under the J vs. x Figure) still increases with p t'ut

not as rapidly as the flow density increases. Thus N decreases. The
ge

maximum in Ng e occurs at the approximate pressure for which all of the Si

n. redicted t,, condense from the vapor.

T'he mean cluster radius at the exit increase, wi'h increa. inv j) .ij

it-,o ",ifh increasin, Tote friction 'i I . Note al i h:I eve'l while 'i.,

,[l t r n o si'mrii icaflt i7e hetorc !e onset ,: .', den.sation, coerce,-
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trations in this early part of the flow are so low that they are not seen

in the light scattering apparatus. From the electron diffraction experiments

it has been determined that the cluster structure, like the bulk, is body-

centered cubic with two molecules per unit cell and a unit cell dimension oi

about 5.8 Angstroms. Thus the droplet radius can be converted to number of

molecules per cluster, G, and is also shown in Fig. SA. Notice at the higher

values of p the cluster size varies from 5 x 104 for 37, SIF 6 up to 1.2 x 10

for the 12.5%. These are very large clusters so that if clusters in the

range of 50 to 500 molecules per cluster are to be studied p must be near

I bar.

NON-STEADY STATE NUCLEATION EFFECTS

As mentioned above most condensation experiments in Laval nozzles with

throat diameters 1 1 cm have cooling rates in the 10 t CC/sec range where

corrections to the steady state nucleation theory are negligible. 2 The

problem of nucleation lag time arises when the change of state of the gas

becomes sufficiently fast that the cluster size distribution does not adjust

qiticklv enough to establish a local equilibrium distribution (it being a

metastable equilibrium for the supersaturated state). lerefore the steady

state nucleation rate, (Eq. 2) must he modified to account for this phenomena.

32
A)raham carried out detailed numerical solutions for supersaturated water

Ind tound that the treatment by Collins and Andres and Boudart
30 give the

:Iose.,t predictions to his computer solutions. Collins' prescription is used!

in thi inalvsi.;. The nucleation rate therefore becones t ime-dependent and,

,x:,ressei in terms of the .;teadv state rate, is

it =  > Lile ( tvn i - t

'. ,,,' i ime and - is the :;uc lea tion l,1i e time ,i "en bx' the expre s '~' "
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12

T (-r *2 (2Tnk c) (4)
n pv

where p is the density of the condensed SF . Solutions to the equations

of motion including nucleation and growth, described in the section above,

have been carried out using both rates, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. Computer solutions

using the steady state nucleation theory only are shown in Figs. 6-8 as

dotted lines. The time-dependent nucleation rate (Fig. b) rises more slowly

tian the steady state by a factor of two, peaks out slightly downstream,

rises to a higher maximum value, and falls off further downstream. The

increase in maximum rate for the time-dependent theory varies from 12 to 15

to 0% as p varies from 7 to 3 to 1.3 bar. At po = 1.8 bar, there is so

little mass condensed (g = 0.001 at the nozzle exit) that the two nucleation

rates coincide past the peak. The physical explanation for the qualitative
to be that

differences between the two rate expressions is believed MXkXXIVo UUP

as the nucleation rate is building up, the steady state rate is higher at

each position and clusters grow more rapidly than if they were nucleated further

downstream via the time-dependent rate. This increase in cluster

growth rate depletes the vapor quicker and thus shuts off the nucleation more

rapidly than in the time-dependent case. This results in a peak nucleation

rate which occurs earlier in the nozzle and at lower maximum values.

This effect can also be seen when examining theoretical predictions

for c aq ;hown in Fig. 7. For the steadv state nucleation case g is sorewh it

hiher than for the time-dependent case in agreement with the relative dilfcr-

once:, cluster crowth rate. The differences are largest where : changes mu'

ripidi" nd this occurs at hioh flo " densities, i.e. hijher p . However.

:or p - 'ar the theory predicts complete vapor condenstion bv the Li',

iP
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the flow reaches the nozzle exit and thus the difference between the two

nucleation theories would not appear in any measurement at this point.

About the largest difference at the exit for the two theories will appear

for those p where ge is increasing most rapidly, i.e., in the range of

2.4 to 2.6 bar. The difference in ge for 2.6 bar is 0.70 versus 0.675, a

difference of about 3.5%. This is not considered a significant difference.

The theoretical solutions can also be used to predict mean cluster size

(there is always a size distribution) and cluster concentration throughout

the nozzle and in particular at the exit. Several cases are shown in Fig. 8.

The droplet radius increases rapidly from I to 3 bar because ge also rises

rapidly in this region. Beyond that point the peak nucleation rate still

increases with p providing a net increase in N e. As ge approaches w the

higher cluster concentration tends to make the average cluster size smaller.

However, vapor density also increases with poi providing more vapor to

condense on the existing clusters. For the 3% case, the two tendencies

nearly cancel out, resulting in first a small decrease in size and then a

net increase. In the case of the higher mole fractions N levels out beyonde

4 bar. The slight drop and rise in mean radius is also seen for these mole

fractions, however beyond 4 bar the droplet radius growws more rapidly than

the 37 case due to the leveling off of N . Two things should be noted ate

this point. First, the cluster concentration for the steady state nucleation

case ii lower than for the time-dependent case as seen for 37, and the mean

catster size is larger. This is completely consistent with the picture
when discussing

described for this phenomena ,WFiis. 6 and 7. Secondly, N decreases
ge

beyond 4 5ar qince g e =  O, even though N is increasine in this ranve.

-1,i.; shows that the density of the gas is increasina faster than the increa:.e

:n clu: ter concentration. Here again N for the stead: state rate is 10,'-r

, <be ime-,!erenden' cse a,we 2.2 bg;r. thev cro'ss nver below this, roi'
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as does N . The greatest difference between the two theories results ine

a 7% difference in r and a 12% difference in N . The difference in lighte e

scattering cross sections (da/dr)v , is also 12% or less, all of which can

be considered as relatively minor changes.

ONSET OF NUCLEATION

The onset of condensation using light scattering and the molecular

beam measurements are presented in Fig. 9. The vapor-solid equilibrium

line for SF6 is denoted as p. and provides an indication of the amount of

undercooling attained. The equilibrium line for Ar has been included to

indicate where it is possible to supersaturate the carrier gas in addition

to the SF vapor. Data from two larger nozzles, with cooling rates as shown
6

2 2
in Fig. 5 and throat dimensions of 1.16 x 1.10 cm and 0.70 x 0.40 cm, are

included. In contrast, the nozzles for this work with typical throat areas
-4 2

of 10.4 cm and higher cooling rates, have nucleation onsets which overlap.

The undercooling, on average, increases with decreasing pv as expected,

although the scatter is larger. The detectable onset of nucleation,using

light scattering, depends to some extent on the vapor pressure at onset,

Pvk' (on vapor density, really) but translates to a condensate mass frac-

tion of g 2 0.01o
k 0

Two theoretical onset curves, based on computer solutions and onset

condition gk Z 0.01 w., are shown for comparison to the data. The left-most

curve was calculated using the time-dependent nucleation theory, i.e. the

c'assical theory, Eq. 2 substituted into Eq. 3. This theoretical curve

moves awav from the vapor-solid equilibrium line as p decreases in

35
acreement with earlier results and is due primarily to the increase in

with T but also reflects an increase in nucleation laz as seen in Fiz.

A p, becomes less than 0.1 torr,the theoretical onset curves away trom
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the SF 6 equilibrium line more rapidly and eventually crosses the Ar

vapor-solid equilbrium line. Using the correction factor P = 105 the

onset curve is seen to be moved to the right closer to the equilibrium line

and passing through the data at higher pressure. The data are seen to

follow the theoretical curve as pv is lowered although there are a

few data points further from the theory on each side. The two lowest

onsets occur in the supersaturated region for Ar and so could in principle

be formed in a binary nucleation process involving both SF 6 and Ar.

The uncertainty in the points of onset derive primarily from two

features,both of which are less severe as onset p increases. The first

is an error in temperature resulting from the adiabatic assumption for the

centerlint flow due to wall boundary layer effects. The second is due to

some additional expansion beyond the nozzle exit. The first affects both

the light scattering and molecular beam measurements. The second feature

affects the molecular beam measurements only since the light scattering

volume is within the exit "Mach cone" at all times (1.25 mm from exit) and

2
thus does not sense the expansion occurring beyond the end of the nozzle.

The centerline core sampled by the molecular beam skimmer (located

3.25 mm beyond the nozzle exit) falls outside the Mach cone and thus the

low expands as the free jet, beyond the nozzle exit, adjusts to the lower

ambient pressure (0.065 + 0.010 Torr). Gasdynamic measurements in the

nozzle and the free jet reveal that the centerline flow has completely

expandud to the ambient pressure by the time it reaches the skirner. Thus

th.! expansion,:or the molecular beam measurements, occurs first in thv

nozzl , anI th,,n in the free emnans ion from nozz lo exit to skimmer entranLt,

TL kim r int,,rf r, n o wi ri tht r low is ,xziectd tm b, ral I i

within Ci., rrn r bar' of th,' rcsutlts shown in Fic . 9) and thL, flow i

-- w
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36
.Issumed "trozon" beyond the skixmner entrance The nozzle exit condi-

tions (as with the light scattering) are determined with measured proper-

ties listed in Table II. However, the onset of condensation for the

molecular beam experiments occurs at the skimmer entrance. An isentrope,

obtained with the specific heat ratio, y, for the gas mixture using room

temperature properties, is fitted through the exit state to determine

both the conditions for onset and for crossing the vapor-solid equilibrium

line. Since the pressures at exit and skimmer are known, the temperature

determination requires only that the flow be adiabatic, not reversible

adiabatic (i.e., isentropic). Here again the incertainty in assuming

adiabatic flow is within the error bars. Recall, however, that the molec-

ular beam detection of onset is more sensitive than the light scattering

experiments. Thus the mass fraction condensed at onset may be considerably

lower than the gk -O.Olw 0 condition for the light scattering data and the

theoretical curves in Fig. 9. Therefore comparison of the molecular beam

onsets to an extrapolation o.f the theoretical curves would not be warranted,

and their location slightly "to the right" of such an extension is qualita-

tivelv expected.

-- law



CONCLUS IONS

The following are our conclusions derived from this investigation of

small nozzle gasdynamics and cluster nucleation:

1. The onset of SF 6 nucleation in these small nozzles, having an order

magnitude or more increase in cooling rates, is virtually the same as

for the larger nozzles in the region where their onset pressures

overlap.

2. As the onsets move to vapor pressures below I torr it is possible

for the nucleation process to occur in the supersaturated region

of the carrier argon gas thus introducing the possibility of

binary condensation.

3. Theoretical calculations on the effect ot nucleation lag times

for nozzle cooling rates in the 10 7 to 108 oC/sec range is not

an overriding feature for these flows. Estimated variation in

physical properties between the time-dependent and steady state $
nucleation processes range from 0 to 15%.

-. Prediction of the onset of condensation with experimental measure-

ments is satisfactory if a nucleation correction factor 7 10 5

is used in the computer solutions, along with previously estimated

parameters to account for boundary layer effects as determined

17
from gasdynamic measurements.

n. The onset ot condensation of SF in a helium carrier gas is

greatly delayed (i.e. higher p) over that in argon. This is caused
(i.e. higher kinematic viscosit '.

or mari v by tho area ter viscous dissipation/occurri) a in these

, dozzle; due to wall ettect . In spite of hiaher entropy.

,rod icti,) th ie 7ozz!e, can ;Lill pro,!uce cr iou,, amounts of

r .j • .}:l h-'tc r ird in tiis sense are much .ore efficient that.

rrtnectl ,r o lm 'Orc- 7. 1.' -mprnvener't in nozzle desi :c

-, -wori. ror 'e , th'iun ex Ari7 n,, has hee:.
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incorporated into a series of new nozzles. Investigations into

noble gas clustering in helium carrier gas expansions will be

reported soon.

6. These beam sources are capable of producing clusters in a size

range all the way from dimers and trimers up to values in excess

of 10
6 molecules per cluster, with cluster densities at the nozzle

exit in a range of 1 to 4 x 1011 cm3

7. The experimental measurements for SF 6 onset using both moleculcr

beam and light scattering techniques are consistent. The

molecular beam measurements are more sensitive in the sense that

they reveal the clustering process XI-XM sooner than the

particular arrangement for the light scattering as used here.

The ionization gage measurements show the clustering emerging

from unclustered beam measurements as p is increased, whereas

molecular light scattering is not observed above the background

stray light level.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The experimental arrangement is shown in which the incoming flow

contains a fixed mole fraction of SF 0 supplied from high pressure

bottles. Flow enters a stagnation chamber containing nozzle M

from which po T and nozzle exit pressure p are measured. The
0e

laser beam-LB crosses the flow centerline normal to the page and

light scattering is measured at right angles through a double slit,

fiber optic-FO connection to a photomultiplier tube-PMT. A skimmer

Sc and Collimator C sample the flow in a standard molecular beam

configuration. The molecular beam-MB is collected in an ionization

gage-IG. The molecular beam with clusters is crossed with a 40

KeV electron beam-EB which is collected in a Faraday cup-FC which

is housed within a beam trap-BT. The total beam current is moni-

tored with an ammeter-A and the electrons scattered at an angle c

which is adjustable is collected through a slit onto a scintillator-Si

coupled to a fiber optic, photomultiplier and pulse counting

electronics.

Fiz. 2 The differential light scattering cross section per unit volume

at the laser location-(dcld,?) for 0 degree scattering is shown
v

as a function of stagnation pressure p 0or a variety of SF 6 mixtures.

Pure argon expansion is included here as a lower limit (0 SF tole

fraction). Figure A is for Nozzle 6 and B for Nozzle 7. Note- thie

nqale :hanize in the ordinat-.

i T',i nhucI eat ion expirim. t s usi n'' the mo l c,' lir heam ionization

ait. , , ::or a r, p f- t-d a,; a tit i ot ion p and con .'ertted to in

nl,-("ilar t'lix a, 'w e.I t. ron ',vnm i:tter. ic(t 1,Ot .
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Fig. 4 Typical flow properties at the exit of Nozzle 7 are shown plotted

as a function of p.' They include the static pressure pe' temper-

attire T and Mach number M They cover the span in mole fractions
e R

from 07, to 12.57.. Note that the exit pressures are in the 1-2 torr

range while temperature approaches 30 K.

Fig. 5 Characteristic cooling rates are shown for Laval nozzles with throat

diameter equal to I and .0125 cm and for a free jet of the same

diameter as the small Laval nozzle. The cooling rate at the throat

is denoted with * and typical onset cooling rates indicated by an

arrow. The steady state nucleation theory is satisfactory for the

lower cooling rate but must be modified for the upper two.

Fig. 6 The nucleation rate J has been calculated for 3% SF6 in Ar for

Nozzle 7 using appropriate boundary layer parameters as determined

from gasdynamic measurements, The steady state J is compared to
ss

the time-dependent rate J . Due to the nucleation lag time the time-

dependent rate builds up more slowly than the steadv state, rises to

a hifgher peak value and decreases downstream of the steady state.

Also as p is decreased J begins further down the nozzle and is

spread out over a longer flow length.

Fiz. The mass fraction condensed g igrams condensed per gram of mixture)

is plotted as a function of position in the nozzle for the same

flow conditions as Fig. 6. For p > 3 bar virtually all the vapor

is nredicted to be condensed out..

Fi. ' Th., mean partcle radius at the exit - r plus cluster cncertrt,

,.r ',init "olume - N and per uni' :ram ."mire -

or sw.veral SF mol, .racriors as a t[mct io ot n . ,

i,. -- ,-r miol, !ra,.ion t'e onset of "ca o , -rs at fower p
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and the clusters grow to larger mean sizes while the number

density per unit volume is inversely proportional to mole fraction.

The steady state nucleation theory predicts a slightly larger size

and smaller concentration for the 3% mixtures. Note that cluster

concentration per gram of mixture goes through a maximum at po =

4 bar.

Fig. 9 The onset of SF6 nucleation has been plotted in a phase diagram

where p is the partial pressure of the SF The equilibrium
v 6

lines for both SF6 and Ar are shown. Previous data from "large"

nozzle; are compared with these results and the theoretical pre-

5
dictions are shown as the two solid lines = I and 10 . The

symbols with circles around them denote the molecular beam data.

Note that three of the lower onset points cross the Ar equili-

brium line.
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LB EB

PoTo Pe

MB

PMT F

BT,

FO

Fig. 1 The experimental arrangement is shown in which the incoming flow
contains a fixed mole fraction of SF6 supplied from high pressure
bottles. Flow enters a stagnation chamber containing nozzle N
from which po, T0 and nozzle exit pressure Pe are measured. The
laser beam-LB crosses the flow centerline normal to the page and
light scattering is measured at right angles through a double slit,
fiber optic-FO connection to a photomultiplier tube-PMT. A skimmer

Sc and Collimator C sample the flow in a standard molecular beam
configuration. The molecular beam-MB is collected in an ionization
gage-IG. The molecular beam with clusters is crossed with a 40
KeV electron beam-EB which is collected in a Farada.', cup-FC which
is housed within a beam trap-BT. The total beam current is

monitored with an ammeter-A and the electrons scattered at an
angle 9 which is adjustable is collected through a slit onto a

scintillator-Si coupled to a fiber optic, photomultiplier and
pulse counting electronics.
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Fig. 2 The differential li.:ht sczatterinvw cross iection per unit volume
at the laser location- (L d., for 90 devree scattering i-; Aioul
a,; a function of staornation press;ure p for a vari.ezv of S*,.
mixtures. Pure 1.4o:- expansion i.; in~cluded here as a lower ii~..

(0 SF. mole fractioni. Figure A is for Nozzle n and 3 tor Nozzl%.
Note the scale chanpe in the ordin'ate.
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Fig. 3 Vie nucleation experiments using the molecular beam ionization
gage detector are plotted as a function of po and converted to an
SF6 molecular flux at the electron beam intersection.
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Fig. 4 Typical flow properties at the exit of Nozzle 7 are shown Plotted
as a function of p0 . They include the static pressure Pe, temperature
Te and Mach number MR. Thiey cover the span in mole fractions trorn
0". to 12.5 '. Note tbat the exit pressures are in the 1-2 torr ran,-,
while temperature approaches 30 K.
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Fig. 5 Characteristic cooling rates are shown for Laval nozzles with Lhroait
diameter equal to I and .0125 cm and for a free jet of the sarn
diameter as the small Laval nozzle. Vie cooling race at the throa,
is denoted with * and typical onset cooling rates indicated hv an arrow.
The steady state nucleation theory is -azisfacLorv for the lower
cooling rate but must be modifiel for the upper two.
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Fig. 6 The nucleation rate J has been calculated for 37, SF 6 in Ar for Nozzle

7 using appropriate boundary layer parameters as determined from
gasdvnamic measurements. The steady state J is compared to the
time-dependent rate Jr" Due to the nucleation lag time the time-
dependent rate builds up more slowly than the steady state, rises to
a higher peak value and decreases downstream o- the steady stact.
Also, as ? is decreased from 7 Bar j begins further dow- the nozzle

and is spread out over a longer flow lenzth.
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Fig. 7 The mass fraction condensed g (grams condensed per gram of
mixture) is plotted as a function of position in the nozzle for
the same flow conditions as Fig. 6. For p0 > 3 bar virtually
all the vapor is predicted to be condensed out.
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!Sj'. 9 The onset of SF6 nucleation has heen plotted in a phase diagram
where Pvis the partial pressure oif the SF6 . The equilibrium
lines tor both SF6 and Ar are shown. Previouq data from "lare"
nozzles 7 are compared with these results Ind [he theoretical
predictions are shown as the two solid lineq 7 = I and 105 . The
symbols with circles around them denote the molecular beam data.
Note chat three of the lower onset points cross the Ar equilibrium

lint.
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ABSTRACT

An investigation of diverging supersonic nozzles with throat diameters

in the range of 0.025 to 0.25 nm has been carried out using gasdynamic

measurements for a variety of gases and mixtures with sulfur hexafluoride.

Due to the small nozzle size, boundary layers, although thin, may consitute a

major fraction of the flow or, indeed at low pressures, may be fully developed.

Nevertheless these nozzles have been shown to be very efficient for production

of clusters condensed from the expanding gas. Thev produce orders of magni-

tude increases in molecular beam intensities, relative to the conventional,

"isentropic" free jet sources. The effects of gas properties and nozzle

design on performance have been analyzed and compared to theoretical solutions

to the governing equations of motion including condensation due to cluster

nucleation and growth.
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I N"RODUCTION

The study of small Laval nozzles has beLn undertaken in our laboratory

as part of a research investigation into the properties of microscopic

atomic or molecular particles. These nozzles constitute the source or

first stage of a molecular beam apparatus which will provide a continuous

stream of clusters in a high vacuum environment. It is well known that

when a gas supersaturates in an adiabatic expansion the amount of under-

cooling that occurs before the onset of condensation depends on the cooling

rate in the expansion. The slower the expansion, tWe smaller the amount

of undercooling for cases where the expansion is continuum or collision

dominated. For supersonic expansions the cooling rate scales with the

throat dimension. *rnus larger nozzles will form droplets earlier in the

expansion (i.e. at lower supersaturations and higher temperatures) than for

small nozzles. Free jet or uncontrolled expansions into a high vacuum

environment represent the most rapid, in fact the uppcr limit, cooling

rate attainable in an adiabatic gas expansion. Thus it is expected that

a free jet expansion will produce far less condensate than a controlled

Laval nozzle expansion of the same size. This is in fact the case as

has been demonstrated previously. 1-5 fl
The use of small nozzles has become attractive for a number of im-

portant technolcgical applications. One method of uranium isotope sepa-

ration involves the adiabatic cooling of UF 6 to as cold a temperature as
6,7

possible for use of tunable spectroscopic selection of isotopes. There-

fore small nozzles are potentially useful in that they delay nucleation

due to their rapid cooling rates and yet maintain relatively high cluster densities

compared L.1e uncLntrolled free jet expansions. Another application

which is bf:ing, implemented i' Germany involves a small Laval nozzh< ex-

pansion * produc, ciusters of hydrogen LO be used for fusion machine

tucli':- an heatirig. A prototype o this scheme is ciurre!ntly under
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evaluation. A third use for these small nozzles in conjunction with a

high vacuum, molecular beam type of configuration, would be to form small

metal or semiconductor clusters for production of thin film devices.
1 0

The prospect of producing thin films with unusual or more uniform properties

is the goal here. Finally, there are a number of applications for small

nozzles in basic research. Primarily they can be used as an efficient source

of small clusters in order to study the physical properties of the

clusters themselves or to use them in the study of atoms or molecules adsorbed

onto them.

It is perhaps ironic that the development of molecular beam sources has

gone through a couple of full circles. The initial sources in the 1930's

were orifice or free jet expansioy ,t at such low pressures that they were

effusive in nature. Then in 1951 it was suggested that the source pressure

be increased and that the orifice be replaced with a hypersonic nozzle to

make use of the so-called Mach focusing in order to increase beam intensity. Due

to some problems with regard to viscous effects and flow blockage, in the

particular configuration considered, this technique was dropped in favor

of high pressure free jet expansions which eliminated the viscous effects

but retained the advantages of Mach focusing. Thi7 method has been used

up to the present time as a beam source for a great variety of basic and
13-15

applied research. Recently with the advent of greatly increased

interest in the study of small aggregates in the gas phase, the Laval

nozzle has reemerged as an important device. The design, however, is

substantially different from that originally proposed.

As an example, consider the enormous increase in cluster beam intensity
with

from a Laval nozzle as compared / a free jet source (with the same throat

diameter). The relative beam intensity of a pure argon cluster beam is

shown in Fig. 1. By the time the source pressure is raised to po = 3 bar

(1 bar = 10 5 Pa S Newton/m 2 = 0.99 atmosphere = 7:0 torr) the beam intensity

is off scale for the ionization gage detector uqed in this experiment. On

the other hand, eve. at po = 11 bar the free jet >am intensitv is so low

that it was not usable for our eectron beam diffraction experiments. Thu -

i t h,, cor s obvious, both from theoreticalI con sid,,rai on .3,; wtl as .xtr -

m,,n . . ide n .c that th, controlled expansion ot a smI i I,,,aval ozzle, i

ir suv rior to that o the fre.,e jet with resp,.ct ,o mkin,- clu,;ter ',*ant.
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That this great enhancement in beam intensity exists has been
1-4demonstrated in several laboratories. However, in order to understand

the dynamics of the expansion in some detail, to be able to predict when

condensation will begin for a given gas or gas mixture, and to determine

how to design nozzles for future applications, a series of gasdynamic

studies has been undertaken. For example, it is known that solid bounda-

ries will grow boundary layers which for normal flow situations would be

thin at these pressures. However even thin boundary layers (of the order

of 0.1 mm) can constitute a significant fraction of the nozzle radius or

even the entire radius (i.e.,fully developed flow). Nevertheless, even

though there are viscous effects in small nozzles, there are conditions

in which the clustering is still far superior to the "inviscid" free jet

expansions. How important and under what flow conditions are viscous

effects important or dominant in the small nozzle expansions? Is there

an isentropic core in these expansions and if so under what circumstances?

Is it possible to design nozzles which use helium as a coolant or carrier

gas when the viscous effects in helium flows are much greater than for

heavier species, that is,species with much greater collision cross sections?

Is it possible to optimize the design parameters such as throat size,

divergence angle, nozzle length and contour to produce clusters of given

concentrations and/or size? Since pumping capacity in high vacuum systems

is always a problem, how small a nozzle can one use and still get sufficient

beam densities?

.XPFRIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The apparatus built to test nozzles is shown in Fig. 2. It is

connected to the laboratory foreline manifold which is pumped by two

mechanical pumps in series with a large enough capacity so that the

pr'--;ur&, downstream of the nozzle exit,PA,is in the ransze ot 0.01-0.1 torr.

Iv nozzles ar < axisvmmetric and made from glas, capillarv tubing with

ltr~hc, ldiametrs D = 0.02%-0.3 mm with exit diamters D = 3-4 mm.
C, U

v'ri dift,'rnr nozzl, xtetnsions art used to test thc effect of noz;l,,

, !. . p,,rtor-anc, . A static pressure tap is installd in these cx-

i o'-i<,n; n ordcr to ivoid drillinv hole s in tho lass. The static prt.q urc

t 'ho nozzl exit , p, is measured usin, ! 1 1) ,,rr c:iDmacit ince manomt, tr.
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Stagnation chamber pressure p and temperature T are also measured.
0 0

Gas is supplied from bottles either as pure vapor or as mixtures of known

mole fraction. Downstream of the nozzle exit a Pitot tube is mounted on

a pressure transducer and manipulated with x-y-z motion capability. Thus

the total pressure, p0 2 ' can be measured as a function of position either

along the flow direction or normal to it. T is always near room temper-0

ature and p is varied from I to 11 bar. Since it is known from the

molecular beam experiments that condensation will occur in these nozzles

as p is increased, an argon ion laser and associated optics are included in

order to detect the onset of nucleation just beyond the exit of the nozzle.

Results from four nozzles will be discussed in this paper and their

contours are shown in Fig. 3. The diameter has been expanded by a factor

of 8 to highlight the differences. Nozzle 7 looks like a cut-off version

of nozzle number 4 with respect to the downstream contour but has a larger

throat diameter. Nozzle 1 has the lowest divergence angle near the throat,

9 T9 and Nozzle 6 the greatest. Nozzle 1 opens up more rapidly than the

others toward the exit. Nozzle 7 has the smallest exit diameter, 2 mm,

and Nozzle 6 is the shortest. In order to get an idea of the actual

contour Nozzle 7 is also plotted on a 1:1 scale showing that the expansion

is indeed very gentle. Two angles are used to characterize each nozzle

defined as follows:

-l /dD,,

eT Mtan ~xx I

9N = tan C '  
, (2)1, L

w.,re L is nozzle length.

Note that none of these nozzles has a converging section. This is

done mainly to eliminate boundary layer growth through the minimum section

ihroat) of the nozzle. Also, since they have relativelv high exit Mach

number-, conditions at the entrance up to Mach 1 will not significantly

influcnc, conditions at the exit. Three different exit conficurations at,

-mowvwn in Fi4. 3. They have the effect of reducing nozzle length going

:rom A to C., with the additional length being 5 mm. D.5 mm, and 0. Tl, c

m trici contours of the nozzles are meisured usin4 precision drill rod.

; D': .,t . Thes data are used in a computer :program to provide a bonr

u: i" s,.-nti-ord, r polvnomial

-Ra
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7 i

D(x) = 7 ajx (3)
i=o

where the coefficient a. and other pertinent dimensions for the nozzles

are given in Table I.

MEASUREMENTS AND GASDYNAMIC INTERPRETATIONS

The basic experimental procedure is as follows:

(1) Install a particular nozzle and nozzle exit extension.

(2) Choose a particular gas mixture to be used for a complete
set of measurements.

(3) Run at constant pressure, measure po TO P1, P0 2 on centerline.

(4) Record Pitot pressure traces as a function of x, y, or z.

(5) Take intermittent measurements of light scattering at nozzle exit.

(6) Change p and repeat 3-5 above.

(7) Change gas or gas mixture and repeat 2-6.

(8) Change nozzle and/or nozzle exit extension and repeat 2-7.

It would, of course, be desirable to have measurements along the complete

nozzle contour, but this would have entailed an enormous design and in-

strumentation program. Also since the primary interest is in the flow

out of the nozzle exit, it is the properties at this point which are of

greatest concern. The data are summarized in Table II.

The first level of analysis makes use of the above listed measurements

in conjunction with straightforward one-dimensional gasdynamic analysis.

The single most important parameter for characterizing flow conditions is

the Mach number at the nozzle exit. The Mach number is calculated in three

ways. If one assumes that there is an isentropic core then p1 and p0 will

yield a Mach number via the well known relation

P1 (-I M y-1

Pl '1+ 2 M , (4)

whro y iIs the ratio of specific heats arid M is the Mac; number at the eXit

rvin,: static pressure measurement. Tlhe second method or calculating an exit

Mch 'umher is to us,, the Pitot pressure masurement. H.re the flow mut

-1.;n ", :sur.,, d to h . i sentropic (on the c,,nterli!," so that the total

pr-.";,ir !he o f t P itot prob, is the same a, . Wi th this assumpt iOl
o0

.>7rci' ttimh.'r c.m 'e obtalined w.ith tir., .srpersonic Pi rot eqrltti:
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2YM 2 2+Y - 1 2+(y-I)M 2"( - 1

P02 \ Y T I \ ({+I)M 2P

17he third method for calculating exit Mach number is to make use of the

so called Pitot-Rayleigh equation. This requires only local measurements,

that is, the static pressure at the exit p1 and the centerline Pitot

pressure p0 2 at the same location in the nozzle as the static pressure tap.

This method does not rely on any previous history of the centerline flow,

that is, it does not have to be isentropic. Since the nozzle angular

gradients are very small, treating the flow as one dimensional is a good

assumption and thus p1 is also the centerline static pressure. The Pitot-

Rayleigh Mach number MR is obtained using:

I 1M2 y{- I "
Pi = 2 yN-'(+l 

2(6
02 (y+l)MR

The exit Mach number calculated in the three ways described here are

shown plotted in Fig. 4 for Nozzle 7 as a function of p for argon expansions.

Results for the long nozzle extension A /as~own as the dotted curves and

the short nozzle extension B as solid lines. First of all, note that both M
S

and Mp are greater than the Pitot-Rayleigh Mach number MR . This is a

reflection of the fact that the centerline or core flow is not isentropic.

Wlien comparing the results of the long and short nozzle extensions we see

that the static Mach numbers agree but the Pitot and the Pitot-RayleiVh do

not. it it is assumed that the additional nozzle length results in in-

creased viscous dissipation, then the larger values for ' and the small'r
P

valuos of MR are qualitatively consistent. It is interesting that the static

Mach number M is the same in both cases. In Fig. 4 (b) we see the
5

r..sults using the same nozzle for sulphur hexaf!uoride, SF . Here the Mach

numbers computed in all three wavs are in fairly clos arcement. This Ca:

interpreted to mean that there is relativelv litle viscous dissipati'n

:n the c,,ntrlin, or core. flow, i.e,.,that. the Corc ilo' is isentropic.

-.lo -,networthv to point out th it all e th C1 Mah number curv.

:- :,.t:
~ v

I :It ',v d p ',r. This i , nor , lily i", rnr,,td to m, !i

.h i ! - . 1),"1! d!.ir" I :,'r i 'i .,:.: ' .ir, riot cin inI::i " itl a incras ini

or,'' r : , 'I; 1 ' h, r- i i .. . t ro1 c . r wi h sire :1',,
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varying appreciably with pressure. However, since the three Mach

numbers do not agree, except in the case of SF6 , there must have been

some entropy production between the stagnation chamber and the nozzle

exit. Beyond p = 3 bar there is some entropy increase in the flow due

to latent heat release due to condensation, except in the case of pure SF6

and He. The discrepancy between the Mach number based on geometric area

ratio, MG and the other Mach numbers is due, of course, to the boundary

layer.

in order to obtain a more complete picture of the nozzle flow,

Pitot traverses perpendicular and parallel to the flow direction are taken.

Pitot traverses across the flow Just beyond the nozzle exit (i.e. along

the v directions with the z = 0, see Fig. 3) are shown in Fig. 5 for two

of the nozzles fitted with the long nozzle extension A. The Pitot tube

has an OD of 0.5 mm and an ID of 0.25 rm and is set 0.76 m,7 from the

nozzle exit. Figure 5A shows the results for both helium and argon

expanded through Nozzle 6. The first thing to be noticed is that wherever

there are flat sections of the profile, they constitute relatively small

fractions of the exit diameter. For the argon the first evidence for a

flat part of the Pitot (and therefore the velocity) profile appears at

Po = 2.5 bar. The helium on the other hand must be expanded from a stagnation pressure

of nearly 8 bar before a level part of the Pitot trace is seen. The level

section is interpreted as a flat velocity profile, i.e. a region outside

the boundary layer. It is also seen that the flat velocity profile disap-

pears for the argon at higher pressures. This is believed due to the massive

condensation occurring at these pressures rind the possibility that the droplot.e

-re large enough to traverse the stand-off shock wave and enter the probe

before complete evaporation.

The Picot traverse measurements at the exit for Noz'le 4 are

shown in Fig. 5B. Ihe most important difference between Nozzle 4 and the

others is that its throat diameter is smaller bv a factor of 2 or more.

.lus viscous effect, cin reach the centerline fro the wall more readily.
Nere it is sc.n that even starti,ig pressures as high azz 10 bar prodre n,,

fl"t profile. Also notice that tht. magnitude of the Pitot pressure i;s
with

.r:Ound 5 torr as compared / 120 torr in Nozzle t . in enortmous difft.rvnce.

F,: %nIr ireo n must be expanded up to nearly 8 har 5 fore 3 flat vvlocitv.

pr. t iI i ob aId. ec.211 that the downstream -rbi(t pressur, Pa in

7r'1 . 2, i n the r -ni-c o' ) .I-0 . 0 torr and io t.. r, is i a dditional

-"< ,!:q " bt.ond the, n ;:!,, txi t. Also, as the free jet cout inues down-

' e The nozzI. exit, thre , I I be a 'Ixine ,V7ne wh the ircnr t -.1.

P' - t irrces aloni! th, nozzle cert-rline show a vor:,te, in prssurc

Th lc r Pr,, nr ,' or ..rrzon and nt ,ilI pr,,.;sur, s f !r ,Lum.

s ti . 'ite. pr Ir: I ir, she.n at -eve L'r x ocitit -. irer
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.,Xit of the nuzzle downstream. The flow isJ arigon through Nozzle I,

exit configuration 11 (i.e. ,Nozzle I-B) with the exit defined as 0.5 nmn

beyond the end of the glass nozzle (see Fig. 3). Many of the Pitot

profiles with this configuration show pressure bumps or "horns" on

either side of the centerline. This type of feature has been

observed in supersonic boundary layer flow as the Pitot probe
16

approaches the solid boundary. Under these circumstances the shock

wave standing off the Pitot probe can interact with the boundary layer

causing separation upstream of the probe thus changing the flow field

seen by the Pitot tube. This explanation is consistent with all of the

Pitot traverses that we have made in the course of these studies. The

horns have been seen only when the probe is within the nozzle or in the

neighborhood of the exit, i.e.,close to solid boundaries. It also disap-

pears in nozzle flows where p0  3 bar. As the probe moves out of the

nozzle the horns get smaller and then disappear by the time the probe is

1.5 -m downstream (i.e.,x/D = 0.6). Notice also that the centerline Pitot
e

pressure is dropping as the probe is moved further downstream.

The symmetry of the horns is related to the direction the probe is

moving, that is,away from or toward the solid boundary. When the probe

direction is reversed the asymmetry of the Pitot profile is reversed.

The Pitot profiles are not taken as continuous traverses across the flow,

but as discrete points waiting a sufficient time at each point to insure

that no time lag appears in the measurements.

An extensive set of Pitot profiles has heen taken for a great

variety of flows in several of the nozzles. An example is provided in

Fig. 7 for Ar and Ar-SF 6 mixtures in Nozzle 7-B. The Pitot probe is

located 0.5 mm into the nozzle, at the plane between the glass nozzle and

the e:it extension. (See Fig. 2 or 3). The effect of the SF 6 on the

boundary layer growth can be seen. At p = 3 bar the flat Dortion of the

profile is quite small in the Ar flow and gets larger as the percentage

o ISF is increased. Thus the SF 6 reduces the boundary laver thickness.

yAlthough the lews presented here were all st,,ady, under som circuristane s,

Lspecll'.' with hI ] F. mdic- fractions, the flow Lecam,, ln. te!dv when

:,rori by t!i.. Pitot 7u:e.) As expected, tb,, i:creas, ir. the -_0 of rhe cor

tlo h . .Tb artin. r, -. irs is evidenced in all thr, , ,.t ,. .t:i.

;.Ose t":; :'.tot potc'Qe nust 1h., smaller ha, - ctar:2te'i.tic t

,!.:tr,, yr .i;0 ;j!t'. te ", -i: the flow near the ex it is t li.ng rapidi.



there i:; some concern as to whether thetre might be significant corrections

to the one-dimensional Pitot probe theory assumed for I.qns. (5) and (6).

It is known that due to viscous effects Pitot tube measurements in the flow

field will be different than that of the true total pressure if the Reynolds
17

number of the probe Re is less than 100 (based on probe diameter andp
properties just ahead of the probe but behind the detached shockwave). In the

r.ange 100 >_Ie >10 the measured value fails to about 85% of the theoretical
p

value and then rises above the theory for Re < 10. In order to test this effect it
p

is necessary to probe a flow ot known preperties. The obvious choice

for this investigation is the use of free jet orifices. The theory for

free jet expansions has been verified many times and with a variety of
18

different types of measurement. Pitot data have been taken with two

different orifices by different investigators more than a year apart.

They are converted to Mach number using Eqn. (5) and compared in Fig. 8

to the theoretical Mach number given by Ashkenas and Sherman:
1 9

.x-Xo0, \y- 1 1 /"+I X-Xo Y(- I -i
11 = A '-- ( ~+x/A 7)

. 2 y- D (7)

where A and x /D are constants dependent on y with the following values:

for y = 5/3, A = 3.26, x /D = 0.075; for y 1.4, A = 3.65, x /D = 0.40.

The earlier data are from an orifice with threat size was 0.155 mm for

argon, helium and nitrogen while the later data are for argon only using an

orifice of 0.65 mm diameter. The error bars on the earlier data are due to

an uncertainty in the probe location with regard to the exit of the orifice.

I- is seen ,hewever,that the data fit the theory quite well,but are slightly

lower than the theory except for the helium data without error bars (i.e.,

large orifice experiments.) This small deviation may be due to condensation

effects. All data presented in Fig. 8 are for high enough starting pressures

p so that Re > 100, i.e. no pressure correctio ns are required. At lower po

the dviation between measurements and theory can be reconciled with the Pitot
correction.1 7 Thus the Pitot-Rayleigh Eqn. (6) can be used with confidence iE
Rep > 100 and all ef the results presented in this paper meet this criterion.

The exit Mach number has been determined for numerous gases and noz lo;.
The t','o mout important factors affecting the value cf the Mach number -re Iyniaic

viscositv L and specific heat ratio -i. lncrasI: .. ard dor osinz v witl

1o,.4er tiie 1,,-tch number. Also as r is ink,-,ased, liccnit hfal:. due to ccnd,-l-
0

,at in~.m :ill decrea.the ach number sli !,Clv. "1c r, Lfor Nozzle -

.!r,, -r,';entc1 in Fi:. 9A and t..ey i Nach numhe:r .)1-ivnte ii t increasi:

prc~sur,: for A-., ,r. 6 mixt-r,;, ai-. .37. At ti, h)ih,,r ressures

a nu 'ier for Ar, 3 and n" SF.-Ar mt::tu-es all occu- at a vai,

about .5. Thus in this ran-,. the c ,. 'rue ct in ,,1f., ', dcrea:i

and do,:rasinez viscosi:.., vich 1"creasin, ' : r , , l'"

ot h -itt addition iuF" cancel ou-. fi, ',ii i
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lower Mach number on the basis of y reduction only, but the reduced

viscous effects in these flows result in a thinner boundary layer thus

raising the Mach number. The net result is a decrease in Mach number

to about 5.0. The 12.5% SF6 -Ar appears to be dominated more by the

y and heat addition effect than by the effects of lower viscosity, resulting

in an exit Mach number of 4. The increased viscous effects in the helium

flowsare evident by their much reduced Mach numbers in spite of the fact

that helium has a high y. Neither the He nor the 12% SF6 -He mixture

reaches a plateau.

Consider now the results of Nozzle I relative to Nozzle 7. Careful

inspection of the contours in Fig. 3 reveal that Nozzle 1 has a slower

area expansion near the throat but a more rapid increase in the latter part.

Thus small changes in viscous effects between Ar and the 3 and 6% Ar-SF 6

mixtures produce larger differences in Nozzle 1 due to the slower opening

throat area. This results in higher exit Mach numbers with increased mole

fraction of SF6 up to 6% (See Fig. 9B). However, the helium mixtures perform

consistently better in Nozzle 1. The small section near the throat is about as

detrimental as it is in Nozzle 7, however the downstream section with a more rapid

opening will reduce the viscous dissipation in this region. The viscous effects in

the argon expansions are minimal in this section for both nozzles. The

12.5% SF6-He mixture reaches a Mach number plateau above 4 bar. Thus the

data provide some indication of what nozzle features influence gas ex-

pansions with different viscous effects (i.e. Reynolds number Re = PuD/j where

o is density) and specific heat ratios.

In addition to the Mach number, other dimensionless parameters are

calculated. Reynolds number is used to characterize viscous effects,

Knudsen number (and its inverse Kn I) is an indication if and when

rarefied gasdynamics is of importance, and Prandtl number Pr indicates the

relative importance of thermal to viscous boundary layers. Prandtl number

is Pr = c /k where c is the constant pressure specific heat and k is thep p
thermal conductivity and does not vary greatly through the nozzle or with

c)anvos in PO. Typical values for Ar are 0.65 to 0.7 and for SF6 0.44

to 0.48. Representative values for Re and Kn as a function of p0 for

,'ozzl, 7-B aru ihown in Fig. 10. Reynolds and Knudsen numbers (Kn =

'..D hc, \ is the mcan free path) range over two orders of

-I itud:. Ilis is true for all SF -Ar,but He and SiP -lie have about an

-- Map
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order of magnitude greater variation. There is less than a factor of

2 change with pressure.

If relationships can be established for boundary layer effects, they could then

be used to predict many of the nozzle characteristics without having to

conduct gasdynamic experiments. One such correlation is given in Fig. 11.

The boundary layer thickness 8 is estimated here using the Pitot pressure

traverses across the exit of the nozzle. Core flow is taken as that part

of the profile which is flat and the remainder is asstlmed to be boundary

layer. The displacement thickness 8 is estimated using MR to get an

isentropic area AI and A GAI = r2 /(r-2d )  The results provide the

magnitude of the boundary thickness, with 8 > 8d as it should be, and

5 = r (fully developed flow at the exit) for Re < 4,000. Pitot and static

pressure data for several nozzles and gases are converted to Mach number

which, when ccmpared to geometric Mach number, is related to the displace-

ment thickness. When plotted as a function of Re 2 (related to laminar

boundary layer growth) times Pr (ratio of thermal to viscous boundary layer

thickness) the results fall along lines having a monotenic variation with

kinematic viscosity, v = L/p (see Fig. 12).

CGMPARISON TO SOLUTION OF GOVERIING EQUATIONS

A complete two-dimensional solution to the equations of motion with

viscosity and heat conduction along with nucleation and growth of the

condensed phase, with its attendant latent heat release, would constitute an

enormous undertaking both in terms of man-years and computer funds. The

authors feel this is not warranted in terms of the goals of this work

whic! require an understanding primarily of the centerline flow. A one-

dimensional approach, incorporating some of the two-dimensional features

,3r monientum and energy transport, has been developed. It includes the

important physical phenomena for the flow process but this compromise

requires that several features be charactetized by parameters. They are

Adlust:ihle 'but must be chosen in a self-consistent and physically meaningful

Wav. Thle ?articular approach chosen here is not unique in the sense that

i* is the on!, way to pursue a simplified description of thiL process. It

ha-;, however, provided some theoretical guidance and insight with modest

)I.C - iomputer tire.
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Detailed computations for the case of 3% SF6 -Ar expansions have been

carried out for Nozzle 7. The one-dimensional steady state equations for conservatiot

of mass, momentum and energy have been employed with an additional

term for viscous effects in the momentum equation and a term 
for heat

conductivity within the gas in the energy uquation;

pAu = i Continuity, (8)

dp+pudu = dPv  Momentum, (9)
u2

d(h+2) = dq+dPk  Energy, (10)

where p is density, A is nozzle cross sectional area, u is velocity, m is

mass flow rate and is constant for steady flow, p is pressure, h is enthalpy

and q is the latent heat release per unit mass due to phase change, i.e.

dq=Ldg where L is the latent heat for the condensible (SF 6 here) and g is

the mass condensed per mass of mixture (carrier gas, condensible vapor and

condensate). The quantities dPV in the momentum equation (9) and dPk in the

energy equation (10) are "Production" terms due to the transport of momentum

(viscous effects) and energy (heat conduction) to the centerline flow.

Density and enthalpy are for the mixture including the condensed phase if

present, i.e. P=pi+Pv+Pk and h=hi+hv+hk = cpiT+cp T+cT. The subscript i is

for the inert carrier gas (Ar or He), v is for the condensible vapor (SF6 )

and k for the condensed phase. Tire specific heat at corstant pressure is

Cp and c is the condensed phase specific heat. The perfect gas equation

of state is

p - (l-g)pRT/n State, (11)
g

where T is temperature and fl is the molecular weight of the gas mixture

which changes as condensation begins due to vapor depletion, thus (l-g)p=p

The boundary conditions at the solid wall are the no slip velocity

condition and no heat exchange, i.e. an adiabatic wall. However, due to

temperature gradients in the boundary layer, energy transport occurs within

the gas resulting in heat flow fronm the periphery inwards. For those

situations where the boindar. layers grow together maki:.g a fully develope_

flow, the two trar.,;port terms are brought into u.ic in tIe gover'iing equations.

The ter- dP., in Eqn. (9) is t~ien

dP. uc-- dx (12

(see e.e. Re-. 20 , ,cin. -24& an] dPk in [qn. t1

+ -k :-u 7.d ,I p' . --- 1 + t a'I .(--__:_ ( 13

2 +
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(see e.g. Ref. 20 Eqn. 7-5) where p is the dynamic viscosity and k is the

thermal conductivity.

Since only the centerline flow is of interest in molecular beam

applications, solutions of the entire two dimensional flow field are not

desired and would represent a substantial effort to attain. The viscous

and heat conduction "production" terms of Eqns. (12) and (13) are essential

for a physically meaningful description of the centerline flow. An integral

approach is used 16 in which the production term in each volume element

dV = 2rrdrdx is summed over the flow volume cross section slice between x

and x + dx (see Fig. 3)and divided by the slice volume to give an average

value (for either dP, or dPk)

- = rrw 1.rw
dP 2T rdPdrdx 2Trdrdx (14)

0

In order to evaluate Eqn. (14) the functions u=u(r), T=T(r), L=U(T) and

k=k(T) must be specified.

Data for the temperature dependence of the viscosity and the thermal

conductivity of Ar2 1 and SF6  are fitted with linear functions. The

velocity distribution is assumed to be parabolic, where fully developed,

going from zero at the wall to a maximum at the centerline (subscript c):

u(x,r) = uc(x)(l-r2/r2) (15)

where rw is the radial distance to the wall. The temperature profile is also

assumed to be parabolic rising from the value at the centerline Tc(x) to

an adiabatic wall temperature Taw. The use of a temperature recovery factor

of the form r = (Taw-Tc)/(To-Tc) is frequently used in viscous flow20 where

To is the stagnation temperature = 295k. For a Prandt! number near unity (0.7)

r f 0.86 giving Taw = 0.14 Tc(X) + 258. The temperature distribution then

becomes
r2 2.

T(x,r) = T c(x) + AT(r /rw), (16)

There ,T = Taw-Tc.

The average value of the transport or "Production" term, Eqn. (14),

.or viscositv and heat conduction can now be evaluated and they are

-2u dx
dP= C ' d

r, 4c 7- d T ,
rw
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and

dx [16T~ 3dk 6 u + 18
k 2c rw  + dT rw 2  dT

where dt/dT and dk/dT are obtained from the straight line curves fitted

through the temperature dependent t and k and averaged for the particular

mole fraction of Ar and SF6 at that x position.

Since the radial gradients dT/dr and du/dr are small near the flow

centerline, the production terms dP, and dPk in Eqns. (9) and (10) should be

a small fraction, call it F of the volume averaged term over all r. Thus

we can write

dPV = F dP,

and (19)

dPk = F d-Pk

The use of the integral technique eliminates the need for the actual velocity

profiles so that dP (dPk) is not sensitive to the details of the velocity

(temperature) distribution. Typical values of F used to calculate the

transport properties on the centerline are in the range 0.0001 to 0.0005.

The point at which fully developed flow begins and ends can be varied in

the program.

It should be stressed here that the radial distribution of properties

are used only to compute the value of the production terms dP , and dPk

(Eqns. (17) and (18) substituted into Eqn. (19)) which appear in Eqns. (9)

and (10). The solution to the governing equations of motion, Eqns. (8),

(1), (lO)are carried out with the use of an equation of state, Eqn. (11),

plus droplet nucleation and growth equations described by Eqns. ('21) and

(22). Thev are solved as a closed set of one-dimensional (x) flow equation,

with phase change and transport terms for viscosity and heat conduction.

The boundary laver effects are handled in the usual wav,' with a displacement

h ickne ss % which izrows from zero thickne.;s at the no:::: le entrance to a valute

at the ,':it, 1,, charact.-rized by a non-dimensional thickness N = rwt =

2 [i D,. Th. value s for the ckntrline proporti's ustd i'i calulatin. dP and

,!. art, tak,,n a;e those' obtained from tht' one1,-dime 107 iot'iu I Solution:S.

Ilh' vuria1tion 01 dtisnilacemertL thickness with i.- ;irov d.d tot us inI ar

, ,ount i~i ¢.rowth -quation 'ivitil th10 ,'quivall'nt l..': , diameter as

D¢ - i * . .-
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where x. is the distance from nozzle entrance to exit and N is varied

typically from 1 (i.e. linear) to 2.

in addition to the gasdynamics, equations to describe the droplet

nucleation and growth are also included. 23 -2 5 Due to the relatively high

cooling rates for gases passing through these small nozzles, a correction

to the steady state nucleation theory2 6 "  is incorporated.29 The steady

state nucleation theory is applicable for nozzle cooling rates of up to
6 9

10 °C/sec. Cooling rates of 109 °C/sec, typical of free jet expansions,

are thought to be too high to be dealt with using the nucleation rate theory.

The nozzles in this paper have cooling rates in the range of 107_108 where

Aidjustments to the steady state theory are expected to apply (Correction-

by a factor of 2-4 at most).

The steady state nucleation theory is a function of the thermodynamic

variables obtained in conjunction with the solution to the governinlg

equations (8)-(ll),

J ex'-,/kTN (21)

where J Is the number of critical size (*) clusters formed cm"3 sec "1 and AG*

-4,r'2t/3 is the Gibbs free energy of formation of a critical size cluster, $
i.e. the size which is large enough to become a stable droplet of condensed

SF6. Here Pv is the SF6 vapor pressure, k is Boltzmann's constant, c is the

SFb surface tension, m is the mass of an SF6 molecule and vk is the volume

of one SFb, molecule in the condensed phase. The critical radius is r

2-j,ikT In S,where S is the SF- saturation ratio, S=(p\. pv=T with Pv the

SF, vapor-liquid equilibrium pressure at temperature '.

Since the cluster size is small compared to the mean free path

of the -as and since the condensate (SF '. is a small fraction t37.) of

the argon carrier gas, the droplet growth law is that obtained from ele-

mentarV kietwic thcorv with a condensatiov, coofci 'nt n near 1 .0.

Thus the rowth law is

dO/dt , t:'2

where 0 is the droplet tre; o-='r 2  and ? is th, SFh -, :umt rate tc(,

u:nit ,e.I., -=Pv .. i.kV) . T,'i ng proper i.cow:i't ,' . nu -',',- of droile:

or.-.',e .. ¢. - :.., lu:. the growth i* previ''u 1v .mc]eted custor, t .. >

ra ct;.-' rnde ,;t can .' c tmpti , ,, ,I sn .ce dq-i .1 ',as. (2

. , = .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . •o f.t
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(22) provide dq and g in Eqns. (3) and (4).

To surmnarize: Eqn. (19) provides the production or transport terms

when boundary layer effects penetrate to the fly, centerline, Eqn. (20)

provides the effective nozzle area A, Eqns. (21) and (22) provide dq and

g, and h=h(T). Therefore Eqns. (8)-(11) can be considered, after the abovw

substitutions, as 4 equations in 4 unknowns, p, p, T and u.

Due to the hi:gh cooling rates in these nozzles,and densities typically falling t

less than 1" of the starting density, vibrational relaxation for the SF
33 b

molecule is included using published relaxation times. The program

calculates all the thermodynamic variables, gasdynamic properties including

velocity and Mach number, details of the phase change including nucleation

rate, number of droplets formed, and size. The primary concern here is

to match the gasdynamic properties, i.e. pI and P0 2. These data for the

37 SF 6-\r in Nozzle 7 are plotted as the circles in Fig. 13. As p is increased

the boundary layer thickness 8, the displacement thickness 8d, the centerline

production dPv and dPk, and the length of centerline viscous effects x.

are all changing. The calculation procedure holds these parameters constant

while p is varied and thus the theoretical results represent "planes"

crossing the plane of the experimental data in a hypvrt.pace.

U'pon examining man,' sets of computer results usin, a s;stematia

variation in pacameters a reasonable and consistent picture of the nt,.:zle

flow is obtained. The Pitot pressure data seen in fig. 13 (b) are interstcted

',with lines of constant A. It is found that variation of N, F and x€ al!

have virtually no effect on P0 2 . Thus PiLot pressure is determined onc, _

is fixed for a .given ii let P." The variation ot i from J.65 to 0.5 as p

i,pcre,:ses from 3 to 8 bar, shown indirectly in Fig. 13(b) and explicitly in

Fig. 14(a), is qualitativelv correct since as the density increases the

transport of momet!utr.un--d energy from th. nozzle wall is decreased givit,

thiiner bound-irv la'ers. Below 3 bar visc, us effect..; (F are importai.'. as

W01l J-.; % fr thi' .'alues ot P0 2.

Static pr,,.;sure p1  is much lower than p iUd Lhn 'e:; 1 n C "s! c! the

i.;tL d Dar etors produce small frac, i oniI chan. .... in t!'e stat i"L

pre,-,utr, . m!Ie accuracy of the experiment il ,It,- is - .02 tort.)

''ariatio'i in I lotind-l"' 1 i.t, r - ro't , N in I 'in. k ' 1
0

2' , kI; L!t,; it 3

.!opo .rpi V: f, n :.. Ii ',.I . "'pii vi ,,,t mit.c2l to ttih Sl111 0. tih'

dat tocc'ir;; c 'r N - .3 '.'h c!I wat hor used or iI toe ne ,, t'l. on pro,,i.:
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here. The magnitude of p1 for a given po is then determined by fixing F.

The Pitot data below 2 bar fall below the calculated values. This is believed

to be due in part to a drop in measured Pitot pressure from that of the

true Pitot pressure at low probe Reynolds numbers (i.e. less than 100) which

are encountered in the flows at low po. Even when corrected they fall below

the curves for 6 = 0.5-0.6 rwe. In this range the viscous effects are quite

prevalent since boundary layers get thicker at lower Re and at 1 bar an

increase of F to 0.0008 still does not match the Pitot data. An upper

value for F used here is set at that value which drives the Mach number

subsonic.

In addition to the theoretical comparison to pressure measurements

shown in Fig. 13 the results for L and MG are summarized in Fig. 14. Dis-

placement thickness . varies from 0.5 to 0.65 with exit Mach number leveliag

off at 5.4. The computed results are numbered, with the conditions for the

program given in Table Ill. Since the program is run with discrete choices

for parameters, the fit, although close, is not expected to be perfect in

every case. The somewhat lower values of A, compared to those obtained from

measurement, is qualitatively correct since A is based on boundary layer

displacement thickness while the measurements in Fig. I are velocity boundary

layers and thus 6 > 5d as expected.

DISCUSSION

Flows at higher pressures have thinner boundary layers, and smaller

centerline viscous dissipation occurring only in the early part of the

expansion. he Lotindary layer becomes fully developed s'h'ortly inside

the nozzle entrance where the diameters and eT are 17,rv small. Further

downstream where the nozzle angle opens up more rapidlywe assume that a Doundar'

layer edge reappears, leaving a core flow with very little viscous dissipation,

i.e. ,nearlv isentropic but with a value of entropy qreater than the

;tar~ing value. This is consistent with the Pitot traverses normal to

the tlow at hi-h pressures which have flat profilhs n.,ar the center,

i dic&_-t . flat Velocitv profilos and thus littlc viscous effect- in

hi; ,'i u 1. A; the prssur,, dcreiscs tLA. "e'. noldS nsmber will de,: re -:;

ird ,. c ';oondir-,; lo:er increasc S. Thus the point 1L wi-lci a no:;idarv li.eir

.,-l r, -r '."I! ncci'- ;-rogre: siveIy further lown t, l .

r*,tltin.', in a pr.-fil., w th a ilat SOCte10 tila L. ._ sna r ortion of the

:,,r p " 2 hb r th, low rIai t ully v d i .1011 '[, L.rir- non.t

,:.c.'L .,,,r i v :l r .ioa. .t,, :',0C d' :,11 .calcula: I

.. .p- + ." . . . . .. .. . .
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tallow the possibility fur the flow actually to go from supersonic
to subsonic again due to viscous effects. This is similar to heat addition

in condensing supersonic flows. As the nozzle opens up downstream the

flow can again become supersonic.

It should again be emphasized that the amount of dissipation seen in

these flows is relatively small, that is,in the range of 0.02-0.1% of the

average dissipation at any given nozzle crossection where the flow is

fully developed. This picture is consistent with all of the gasdynamic

data. In addition the phase change droplet nucleation and growth calcu-

lations in this program predict condensation in agreement with both

measurement of laser light scattering and ionization gage beam detection

in the mcolecular beam configuration.3 4 (There is experimental and theoretical

evidence for condensation approaching 100% of the condensable species in

the higher pressure runs. 
)

However for some flow conditions and especially with light carrier

gases s:uch as helium, viscous dissipation can be prevalent to such an
35

xtent that rozzles become less efficient than free jet expansions.

Nozzles have been designed so that nucleation of small mole fractions of

noble gases in a helium carrier gas can be used for beam experiments.
3 5

In pure SF 6 expansions the boundary layers remain thin even in the very

small entrance sections of several of tht nozzes so that an isentropic

core was maintained all the way to the exit. Analysis of the data usin-,

one-dimensional gasdynamics, along with the calculation of thermodynamic

properties and dimensionless quantities, has provided a means for desi;.-ning

small nozzle sources to encourage or indeed discourage condensation.
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TABLE II
Gasdynamic Data

Nozzle Gas PO P1  P0 2  MR

Bar Torr Torr

Ar 3 1.459 53.84 4.98

4 1.663 60.65 4.95

5 1.866 68.93 4.98

6 2.067 75.40 4.95

7 2.27 81.87 4.92

0.125 SF6  3 2.13 20.78 2.69

-He 4 2.54 80.43 4.94

5 2.92 93.37 4.96

SF6  3 1.244 34.79 4.88*

4 1.562 43.06 4.84

5 1.82 51.68 4.87

6 2.121 58.87 4.86

7 2.421 66.78 4.84 $
0.125 SF6  2 1.31 23.65 3.71

-Ar 3 1.584 33.15 4.12

4 1.866 45.93 4.35

5 2.113 56.0 4.51

6 2.303 63.18 4.60

7 2.63 66.78 4.42

0.03 SF6  2 1.236 36.99 4.58

-Ar 3 1.452 56.43 5.23

4 1.743 68.53 5.26

5 1.881 75.0 5.30

6 2.107 82.47 5.25

7 2.332 87.42 5.1-

0.0f25 2 1.235 28.68 4.11
SF- 3 1.487 .68.

4 1.690 oe, .O( 5.3:

,, SF, ii i 'unction of temperiture tho first iteration Ior Y,
iS oT':J w d T inu v(T o ) which is then used to Uestimatt Lxit temperaLur,

th" used to ,2t the final value of N,,.

--- 4-
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TABLE II
Gasdynamic Data (Cont.)

Nozzle Gas p p1  P0 2  MR

Bar Torr Torr

5 1.922 79.00 5.49

6 2.174 87.62 5.44

7

8 2.655 92.85 5.0t

9 2.898 102.0 5.08

Hc 3 2.80 10.92 0.50

4 3.18 29.11 2.43

5 3.43 79.0 3.91

6 3.62 158.b 5.42

7 3.82 255.55 6.72

8 4.03 352.09 7.69

4Ar 2 0.485 1.371.2

3 0.683 1.97 1.27

4 0.870 2.66 1.32

5 0.959 3.44 1.45

6 1.008 7.12 2.12

7 1.06 10.83 2.57

8 1.11 15.t"0 3x3

9 1.18 19.28 3.28

10 1.24 22.93 3.50

SF 6  4 0.575 4.82 2.h,

0.630 8.27 3.38

0 0. 713 12.30 3.8t"

7 0.749 14.tlO 4.1o

8 0.8o5 15.05.

M)4 c.840 ..

0 .9 3 5 . 2 1 . w,

"I .011 -.- ' 2.



TABLE II
Gasdynamic Data (Cont.)

Nozzle Gas PO P1  P0 2  MR

Bar Torr Torr

7 1.095 10.57 2.61

8 1.170 13.45 2.86

6 Ar 2 0.939 33.0 4.86

3 1.093 44.5 5.23

4 1.215 55.28 5.53

5 1.326 59.59 5.50

6 1.422 65.34 5.56

7 1.501 71.09 5.65

SF6  2 0.694 22.21 5.19

3 0.789 31.56 5.76

4 0.900 38.75 5.97

5 1.025 45.21 6.03

6 1.146 50.25 6.02

7 1.211 56.00 6.17

0.03 SF6  2 0.637 22.21 4.95
-Ar 3 1.095 44.50 5.35

4 1.187 54.56 5.70

5 1.277 61.75 5.84

6 1.352 68.93 6.00

7 1.487 73.96 5.93

0.0625 2 0.932 16.46 3.57
SF6-Ar 3 1.115 37.31 4.95

4 1.229 55.28 5.75

5 1.382 63.18 5.79

6 1.433 71.09 6.04

7 1.525 9.0 .17

0.125 SFi 2 0.925 Ii.62 3.93
-Ar

3 1.12 'S. '8

-26-
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TABLE II
Gasdynamic Data (Cont.)

Nozzle Gas PO P1  P0 2  MR

Bar Torr Torr

4 1.275 38.75 4.84

5 1.410 48.81 5.17

6 1.475 56.0 5.42

7 1.608 63.18 5.52

He 2 1.581 5.68 1.45

3 2.115 10.0 1.70

4 2.376 21.50 2.41

5 2.527 47.37 3.52

6 2.666 90.50 4.77

7 2.775 127.87 5.57

0.125 SF6  2 1.190 7.12 2.07
-He 3 1.458 27.25 3.78

4 1.739 45.93 4.51

5 1.990 55.28 4.63

6 2.130 01.75 4.73

7 2.314 67.50 4.74

Ar 2 1.401 36.40 4.lI

3 1. 753 76.12 5.40

4 1.873 80.43 .37

5 2.083 37.62 3.32

6 2.288 192.

7 2.490 109.1 s. 3

0.125 SF6  3 2.344 1.b2 2.42

4 2.834 33;.71 2. '

,,2 ;. ,' 27.' 2'",.
-r3 ,, 1. 3 .

0.0

ELL-,1...,,



TABLE II
Gasdynamic Data (Cont.)

Nozzle Gas PO P1  P0 2  MR

Bar Torr Torr

4 1.947 80.43 5.40

5 2.169 89.06 5.38

6 2.365 96.25 5.36

7 2.572 105.59 5.38

8 2.764 113.30 5.38

0.063 SF6  2 1.402 25.09 3.59

-Ar 3 1.751 51.68 4.64

4 2.003 73.25 5.17

5 2.231 89.06 5.41

6 2.423 102.00 5.56

7 2.658 112.06 5.56

SF6  2 1.106 27.96 4,65

3 1.41 39.46 4.88

4 1.728 48.09 4.56

5 2.066 56.0 4.80

6 2.437 64.62 4.75

7 2.868 71.09 4.60

8 3.220 79.0 4.58

He 4 3.641 20.06 1.85

5 4.000 44.5 2.69

6 4.245 90.5 3.77

7 4.467 162.37 4.94

0.125 SF6  2 1.409 24.37 3.63

-Ar 3 1.790 37.31 3.99

4 2.099 44.5 4.03

5 2.427 54.56 4.15

6 2.693 6b.0b 4.34
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TABLE III
COMPUTER SOLUTIONS FOR NOZZLE 7-B, 3% SF -Ar

6

Run No. Po A F x Pi P02 M

torr torr torr

1 1 0.6 0.0006 0.88 1.03 20.4 3.64

2 1 0.6 0.0008 0.88 1.15 20.2 3.44

3 2.2 0.6 0.0002 0.37 1.46 n.c. 4.62

4 2.5 0.58 0.0002 0.37 1.63 46.7 4.39

5 3 0.6 0.0001 0.37 1.57 60.9 5.10

6 3.5 0.6 0.0001 0.37 1.72 71.2 5.28

7 4 0.6 0.0001 0.37 1.88 n.c. 5.40

8 5 0.6 0.0001 0.37 2.21 n.c. 5.58

9 6 0.55 0.0003 0.37 2.16 98.3 5.19

10 7 0.52 0.0004 0.37 2.57 101.8 5.16

11 8 0.52 0.0004 0.37 2.78 11.6 5.31

n.c. - not calculated.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Nozzle 7 is compared to a free jet source in a molecular beam

configuration. The relative beam intensity, I primarily measures

cluster intensity and shows the enormous advantage of the nozzle

over the free jet. (Values of IB greater than 100 are intense

enough for experimental use.)

Fig. 2 The experimental arrangement permits nozzles and exit sections

to be interchanged. Light scattering is used to detect conden-

sation, M - mirror, L - lens, S - slit, FO - fiber optic, PMT -

photomultiplier and BT - beam trap. The Pitot probe has x-y-z

motion capability.

Fig. 3 The four glass nozzles discussed in this paper are shown expanded

8:1 in diameter in order to see the qualitative differences. A

1:1 contour of Nozzle 7 shows the actual geometry. Three exit

sections A, B, and C were attached to the nozzles to test the

effect of nozzle length and to providc a static pressure tap in

the case of exit sections A and B (See Table I for additional

details.) The upper part of the figure shows the coordinates

for the solution to the equations of motion plus the boundary

layer displacement thickness.

Fig. 4 The exit Mach number for Nozzl, 7 is plotted as dash lines for

exit A and solid lines for exit B. The Mach number M is based
S

on the static pressure measurement, Eqn. (4), MP is based on the

Pitot measurements and Eqn. (5), and MR is based on both measure-

ments at the exit and Eqn. (b). The geometric Mach number MG

is based on area ratio only, i.e., no viscous effects, and is the

upper limit. The correct Mach number is MR and the deviation

from the other Mach numbers is due to viscous effects. Note thc

closenes3 of the three Mach numbers in the case of SF 6 indicating

little or no viscous dissipation in the "isvntropic" core. Thc

data provide increasing Mach numbers in the order MR, Ms, and mp

it an%, given P, although tht ,vmbols overlap tor thu SF 6 casl.
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Fig. 5 Pitot traverses, for varying stagnation pressure, are shown for

Nozzle 6 (relatively large throat size) and Nozzle 4 (small throat

size) for helium and argon flows both using exit configuration A

shown in Fig. 1. A larger diameter nozzle provides more intense

beams or higher exit Mach numbers. Nozzle 4 is virtually of no

use with helium. (The nozzle exit diameter is De .)

Fig. 6 Pitot traverses across the flow beyond the exiL of Nozzle 1,

Exit B, for argon are shown as a function of position downstream

of the exit. Note the flat core section close to the nozzle exit

which disappears progressively downstream. Here x is measured

from 0.5 m beyond the exit plane of the glass nozzle.

Fig. 7 Pitot profiles for Nozzle 7-B as a function of p are shown for

argon, 3%,and 6.3% SF6 in argon. For one gas the decrease in the

core size with decreasing pressure is due to progressively thicker

boundary layers, i.e. lower Reynolds numbers. The variation in core

size and centerline Pitot pressure from one mixture to another is

due to a combination of variation in y and 8. The measurements
were made in the exit plane of the glass nozzle (i.e., x/De = -0.25

in Fig. 6).

Fig. 8 Pitot measurements are shown for two free jets with a factor

of 25 difference in throat area and several gases. Mach number

from Eqn. (5) is compared to the theoretical values given by

Eqn. (7). This theory has been verified with numerous types of

measurements and is applicable for the x/D > 2.

Fig. 9 Mach numbers are plotted with properties based on the initial mole

fractions for mixtures and are nearly independent of po above 3

bar, except for He and He-SF 6 , while SF6 is constant o,,'er the

entire range. Nozzle 1 shows a 3lightly larger variation in exit

Mach numbers for the Ar and Ar-SF 6 mixtures. T!he He-SF 6 mixtur.

turns over toward a flat value in this nozzle but the mire helium

doos not.

Fig. 10 Typical values of Revnold.J number Re and inverse KnudsEn tiruer

Kn-l for Ar and SF6 in t'ozzle 7 are nhown with - - the throa:

properti.?g and e - the exit. lie characteristic dimension for

noth parameters is the noz.:lo diameter and shows that the fiw

are still collision dorinat,.-d fven at the lower pressur- .

wider variation exists for Iti.
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Fig. ii The exit boundary layer thickness, 8, divided by nozzle radius

r is plotted as a function of exit Reynolds number. Pitct

traverses provide 6 using exit B or C. The upper limit of

(8/r)e = 1.0 represents a fully developed flow. The lower curve

is the displacement thickness (8d/r)e obtained from MR.

Fig. 12 The ratio MR/MG is an indication of the boundary layer displace-

ment thickness and is shown as a function of Re2 Pr.

Fig. 13 The static and the Pitot pressure data for 3% SF6 -Ar in Nozzle 7

are compared with theoretical solutions shown as solid lines.

Fig. 14 The parameters for the theoretical solutions of Fig. 14 are

shown in part A. Part B compares the exit Mach number from the

computer calculations, that include the variation of properties

with temperature and condensation, to that obtained from the data

and one-dimensional gasdynamics using isentropic exit properties

and no phase change.
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1:1 contour of Nozzle 7 shows the actual geometry. Three exit
sections A, B, and C were attached to the nozzle; to test the
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NOBLF GAS CONDENSATION IN CONTROLLED-EXPANSON BEAM SOURCES

Sang Soo Kim, Dian Cheng Shi, and Gilbert D. Stein

Northwestern University, Evanston, ill.

Abstract

Over the past several years an investigation into the

gasdynamic and nucleation properties of very small Laval
nozzles has been undertaken in our laboratory due to their

great potential use as sources in cluster molecular beams. A

series of nozzles designed specifically for helium carrier gas

expansions has been tested in our molecular beam apparatus and
used to study7 the condensation of the noble gases, Ar, Kr, and

Xe. -he goal of producing cluster beams with densities high
enough to carry out high energy electron diffraction experi-

ments has been attained for these gases with mean cluster
sizes in the range of 100-400 ato- pcr clust'-r. The onset of

nucleation appears to correlate with the product of nozzle

diameter, starting pressure, and atomic potential well depth:
i.e., poDo e/k.

Introduction

It is well known that supersonic nozzles can have their

contours designed to control, within limits, the rate of

expansion and that they can be very much more efficient in
nucleating a particular gas than uncontrolled, free-jet

expansions having the same throat diameter.1-4 ozzles made of

varying throat diameter, exit diameter, and nozzle len-th i ave
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been built and tested. They have been instrumented so that the
following data can be obtained: stagnation pressure PQ,
temperature and To, nozzle exit static pressure pl, pitot
pressure measurements P0 2 near the nozzle exit, and pitot
traverses parallel and normal to the flow direction.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. la. The
nozzle source is mounted with xyz motion capability and is

shown with a diverging Laval nozzle installed. If pitot (i.e.
impact) measurements are to be made, the skimmer S is removed
and a probe and pressure transducer mounted so as to separate
the first and second pumping chambers. Replacement of the
skiner re-establishes the standard molecular beam configu-
ration. The cluster beam is crussed by a 40 keV electron beam
for diffraction studies and Debye-Scherrer patterns are taken
with a single channel, electron scintillator, photon counting
d'teccloff1 ystem using'phase'sensftiveL*detecion -and a chopped
molecular beam.

The contours for the nozzles used in this work are shown
in Fig. lb. The throat diameters vary from 0.05 to 0.1 mn
and exit diameters range from 2 to 5 im. The nozzles are
diverging with the minimum diameter at the entrance. The sub-
sonic flow ahead of the entrance is not important for the
nucleation process. Their contours have been measured and
fitted to a tenth order polynomial as shown in Table I.
Nozzle 4 has the smallest divergence angle (<10 total included
angle) and is longer than the other nozzles. The noble gas
experiments discussed here were obtained using nozzles 11, 12
and 13. They were designed to determine the effect of throat
diameter Do and nozzle contour on their performance as cluster
sources. Nozzles 12 and 13 have the same contour except near
the nozzle entrance. Nozzle 11 diverges more rapidly tha:n 12
and 13 near the inlet.

Gasdynamics

Extensive gasdynamic measurements using a variety of gases
and gas mixtures reveal that a large fraction of the nozzle
flow lies within a boundary layer with some vis~ogs dissi-
pation occurring all the way to the centerline. ' Thus, in
order to correctly determine the local Mach number at any point
in the nozzle, one must measure both static and pitot pressure
since the total pressure in the flow will decrease due to
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viscous effects. The only point where both pressures are
measured in this work i; at the nozzle exit. The Mach number

is obtained using the so-called Rayleigh supersonic pitot

equation,

1 Y-
2y 2 Y-l_ Y-1

P0 2  (+,,Ry1 2 M.+/

where v is the local value of the specific heat ratio. Thle

exit Mach number MR is shown in Fig. 2 for several gas

mixtures, all of which are 6 mole 7. in a helium carrier gas

(xo = 0.06). This Mach number is seen to increase mona-
tonically with p., to values as bigh as 10. The three solid
curves are for nzzle 12 but with different condensable
spece . -7 For p0  4-a#i the Mach numbers a-e- ne-aily th-e same

but increase with molecular weight, i.e., from Ar to Kr to Xe.
Above 4 bar the curves reverse with Ar having the highest Mach
numbers for a given p . For Xe a comparison for the three
nozzles 11-13 is shown. Nozzle 12 gives the highest Mach
number for a given po and nozzle 11 (same throat size but more
rapid expansion) is second highest. Nozzle 13 (same contour
as 12 but smaller entrance diameter D0 ) exhibits the lowest
Mach numbers.

With the system arranged in its molecular beam
configuration, beam intensities were measured using an ioni-
zation gage (IG in Fig. 1). The nozzle-to-skinmer distance, xs
.,aq varied to determine its effect on beam intensity. Pure
irgon expansions are shown in Fig. 3. Note that intensity
variations with xsDe are not large. There is an interesting
variation in maximum beam intensity going from a downstream
peak location, double peak, and upstream lcation as po is
increased, analogous to some free jet cluster source data. 6 , 7

All beam experiments were carried out with x. = 2.5 mm. This
gives a value of xs/D e = 0.5 for nozzle 13 which is optimum for
the high po bean; as seen in Fig. 3.

Although Laval nozzles are much more efficient cluster
souzces than free jets for most flows, care must be taken in
their design or they can actually produce beam intensities
lower than a free jet source. Consider for example the
expansion of SF6 (X =. 0.1Z5) through nozzle 4 shown in Fig. 4.
When expanded in an argon carrier gas the beam intensity
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increases dramatically near po = 2.5 bar due to clustering.
However, for helium carrier gas (same specific heat ratio y)

the beam intensities remain quite low even out to po = 8 bar.

Thus this nozzle is of little use for helium carrier gas,
condensation experiments with To near room temperature.

Because a high y carrier gas is required for condensation

of a low y gas in an adiabatic expansion, and because the Laval

nozzles control the rate of expansion but cannot limit the
maximum Mach number in these expansions, He is desirable since
it is unlikely to supersaturate and cause mixed condensable-

carrier gas clusters. The use of pure gas expansions is also
an option, provided y is not too near 1, but does not allow for

the possibility of controlling the cluster size distribution
or temperature that is potentially available using a carrier

gas. In addition there is the problem of the high cost of some
pure gases such as Xe. As a result of these criteria and
prior experience with nozzles having long, small divergence

inlets, e.g., nozzle 4, several shorter nozzles that diverge

more rapidly have been constructed.I / - .: .

There are, however, a number of problems using He rather
than other commonly used carrier gases such as Ar or N2.

Boundary layer effects are more severe due to its higher kine-
matic viscosity. In addition there is the problem of reduced

high vacuum diffusion pump performance. (i.e., for nozzles
with Do > 0.1 mm pressure fluctuations of an order of magnitude
Or more occurred in the second and third stage pumping chambers

when p > 2 bar.) Thus in order to operate at sufficiently
high p0 for cluster beam generation, it is necessary to
decrease the nozzle throat size below 0.1 mm. This exacerbates

the problem of helium boundary layer growth so that nozzle
design must be carefully considered.

Nucleation

Measured molecular beam intensities for He-carried Ar, Kr,

and Xe with Xo = 0.06 are shown in Fig. 5 for nozzle 12 and

To Z 295. As one might expect, condensation occurs in the orctr

Xe, Kr, and Ar as p0 is increased. All the molecular beam

intensity data are given in fixed, arbitrary units (a.u. in

Figs. 3-7) with 10 approximately equal to 2 x 1018 atoms/

(cm2 s) at the electron beam location. Once the beam intensity,

Ib, exceeds unity (a.u.) the beam density is sufficient for

e lectron diffraction measurements. Because all three of these

gases are noble gases, one is tempted to look for some universal

behavior. Thus normalizing to Xc, these three c-rves are

replotted as dotted lines with the ordinate equal to po e/k
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where C is the interatomic potential well depth 8 and k
Boltzmann's constant. When replotted the onset of condensation

occurs at the same value of po e/k for the three gases.

A plot of these data as a function of a nondimensional

or reduced pressure po/(c/a 3) or pv/(/3), where a is the
radius for zero interaction potential and pv is the conden-
sable vapor partial pressure, provided no unification of the
onset point.

For a given species and mole fraction nucleation rcsults
from one nozzle to another will be compared. The results for
Ar, xo = 0.25, for nozzles 11-13 are shown in Fig. 6. The
solid lines are for the data plotted as a function of po in
which the onset of nucleatioL, for the nozzles with the two

largest diameters, occurs first. Nozzle 12, with a lower
e3patIion-ran- thanmnozzle ° ,eh1t nori rapid' growth of
the condensed plase after the point of onset since the
measured beam intensity beyond onset is due entirely to the
condensed phase. As with free jet cluster sources, these data
have also been plotted vs POD 0 (dashed lines) such that the
curve for nozzle 12 is unchanged. Recall that pOD o is
proportional to the total number of binary collisions per atom
for a given expansion. Here again it is interesting to note
that detectable condensation onset occurs at a single point on
the poDo scale. Note, however, that the three curves would
also converge to a common onset point were they plotted versus
PoDo which is proportional to the three-body collision
frequency required to form a stable dimer in the initial
cluster formation process. These results, although interesting,
are not universal, as seen in Fig. 7 for Xe, XQ = 0.06
expansions. In this case the onset of nucleation in nozzle 11

occurs at lower Pe than that of nozzle 12 and their growth
curves cross over at a pressure above onset. When replotted as
a function of poD 0 the results from nozzles 12 and 13 (which
have the same nozzle contour but different DO) fall nicely on
top of one another whereas the results from nozzle 11 move
slightly further away (see Fig. 7). Thus the correlation with
binary or trimolecular collision frequency is not perfect, but

...... .... .... ...... ... ........ .- . .. ... .... .. . . .....',.... .. .... . .. .. .... .liil I ll .... .. .. .. .......



then the variou, nol..:les have flow histories which are not

univer--al i,, those of tie free jet expansions.

E~ectron Diffraction

:lectren diffraction patterns have been taken with our
,ingle channe1l detection system for all three condensable
noble gises under a variety of conditions and using several

nozzles. An iveraeo cluster oize can be estirm.ted from the
measured broadening of tEe diffraction rings. Knowing the
densitv of the condensed phase, the number of atoms per
cluster may then be calculated. The results for Xe, X = 0.06
are ;hown in Fig. 8. The sizas are in the g = 100-IO0 atoms

per cluster range. The sizes of Fig. 8 correlate with the
relative intensities of Fig. 7 in that a given Ib and 7 occur
for progressively higher p0 in the order nozzle 11, 12, and 13.
recall that g comes from a diffraction peak which is a sum of
the diffraction from a large number of clusters that cross the

electron oeam. Th'liere is always a distribution of 3izes in

the seam, and since the scattering intensity at a diffractioui
peak zoes -s the square of the mrmber of atoms in a cluster,
the larger cL!uster. scatter more electrons. 7,us is webiLed
tovard the hi,;h end of the size distributions. Theoretical
mode!- for tho noble gas clusters in this size regime predict

the possibility of icosahedral packing in contrast to the bulk

FCC structure. 9 ',O The comparisons we have made between data

and cluster models have so far shown better agreement using

icosahedral rather than the bulk structure.

Conclusions

We have arrived at the following conclusions with :-,gard
to smll Lal nozzle, noble gas clustering:

') No:;Ic gases, even when a small mole fraction expan~--

in hclium, readily nucleate.
2) Because of the high kinematic viscosity of hlcium tire

nozle contour must be carefully designed to balance off thl
effect:s of i;.creasd boundary layer growth and the req'ircmt.t
that throat diameter be small to avoid pumping problems.

3) Ther, is tantalizing evidence that a paranicter r)" P
kr p D ?,k uill provide correlation or scalir.g wil

regarl to t!'t- o'iset of noble ,,as nucleation in Lo'al nos:,i:
;ourc, '

#,:iuster ho-am intensities (.ctuilly clte:scr d i
hi . -n,,.'h to ronduct ,lectron diffractiun can be attained in
.i ::m regime of ,reat irtercy t for study of the structure

t L d
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the condensed phase and possible deviations from bulk matter.
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Table I Nozzle Geometrya)

Nozzle
Number 4 11 12 1-

o-cm 0.005,3 0.0039 0.0089 0.0056

De- 0.256 0.47 0.47 .47
. 3.1576 ,, 1.35 . 1.293

10 0.00635 0.0088 0.009 0.00;5
a 1 -0.0248 -0.0150 0.0150 .1402

0.1488 4.6518 -1.62C8 2.473

a3  -0.1156 -43.562 23.0'2 -13.2342
0.0450 +130.334 -120.408 39.23

a5  -0.00637 -361.34 337.06 -63.9Th0 +378.88 -561.0 59.o2f

0 -201.50 579.44 -29.72"
a 0 43.006 -366. 6.0912

0 0 129.40-" L

110 0 0 -19.6

)A best fit polynomial equation of the form,

10
D(X) = a i

I Litiv'd to rneisured contours with D and X in cm.
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Fig. 1 The experimental arrangement shows the nozzle and
stagnation chamber movable in xyz space with either a skininer-
5 or a pitot probe and transducer located downstream olf th~e
nozzle exit. With the skimmer in place and collimator C a.
molecular beam is crossed with a 40 key electron beam which is
trazpped in a beam trap BT. Diffraction patterns are taken with
a detector Det. The nozzle contours are shown in lb with
additional details in Table 1.
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